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"Dean Young was aggressive in fac
years is an impressive commitment to any administration will oversee renovations
ulty
recruitment,"
noted Trangsrud. He
one institution, but once Trangsrud talks of the fourth floor of Stockton Hall. This
about GW, the reason behind his long next phase of construction will give the
See INTERIM DEAN page 3
BY MARK NAGLE

tenure becomes apparent. He speaks with
great pride about the dynamic growth he
has witnessed over the past 20 years,
about what the school has achieved, and
about its potential future accomplish
ments.

Funding Student Life
Overhauled SBA Budget Process Impacts Student Groups
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer
While most students were focusing
on interviews or getting settled at law
school, the Student Bar Association
(SBA) Finance Committee was working
hard to coordinate this year's budget. The
SBA Senate approved the budget at its
most recent meeting on September 21.
Finance is one of three standing
Senate committees overseen by Executive
Vice President Erin Plasteras. The oth
ers are the Student Life and Academic
Affairs Committees. Five senators com
prise each. The Finance Committee also
has two non-voting members who act as
liaisons from student groups to the sen
ate. Currently, the two non-voting mem
bers are SBA Treasurer Jonathan
Willingham and Assistant Treasurer An

News

drew Skolnik. The committee works with
the law school administration and the
University Student Association (SA) to
secure funding for law student organiza
tions and to ensure proper allocation of
the budget.
The new SBA administration
recently restructed the committee - one
of a number of changes brought about
by the new SBA constitution. The Sen
ate adopted the constitution last year and
it took affect on the 1st of September. In
years past, the Treasurer and the Direc
tor of Budget and Finance were solely
responsible for putting together the SBA
budget. They brought their proposal to
the Senate, which could approve or
amend it. The new constitution mini
mizes such a concentration of budgetary
power and promotes greater discussion
within the Senate regarding budgetary

issues.
"I think that because the Finance
Committee is made up of Senators, we
will have more people ... in the Senate
meetings who are familiar with the bud
get. Including Senators in the process will
also make it much more democratic,"
said Willingham.
Willingham and Chairman of the
Finance Committee Senator Jason Dutil,
a certified public accountant, took office
in March of 2004. Since then, they have
worked with other members of the Fi
nance Committee to improve and stream
line the budget process.
"Historically, having law students
who hate numbers manage finances at the
law school has not been very good," said
Dutil. "There wasn't a clear picture as to
where things stood, so we didn't know

See BUDGETpage 3
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Clerkship
Process
Revamped
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD

Staff Writer
In sharp contrast to last September,
the Law School's judicial clerkship appli
cation process is garnering high accolades
from students and judges alike. Last year,
the Law School's initial attempt to con
form its clerkship application procedures
to the newly instituted federal clerkship
deadline proved a major disappointment
for many hopeful third-year students.
Under the new Federal Hiring Plan,
federal judges cannot accept applications
from students until the day after Labor
Day. On that Tuesday last fall, many stu
dents discovered with dismay that large
numbers of recommendation letters had
not been processed. The previous system
of organization simply could not handle
a large volume of letters that all needed
to be ready at the same time. While some
students did secure positions with federal
circuit and district court judges, the lack
of structure and leadership in the clerk
ship office dashed the hopes of many oth
ers.
To address the problem, the Clerk
ship Committee headed by Professor
Bradford Clark sat down with the stu
dents to come up with ways to make the
process easier for the applicants and more
efficient for the Clerkship Coordinators.
As a result, this year the Committee and
the CDO instituted three major changes
to facilitate organization of information
and materials both for everyone involved
in the process.
First, the Committee created a com
puter database accessible through the
Law School website. The database en
ables students to compile a list of judges,
which can later be easily merged to pro
duce letters of recommendations, cover
letters, labels and other application ma
terials. The Committee looked to other
universities in selecting the software
needed, and eventually decided to pur
chase software used at Duke, the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania, and Columbia law
schools.
Second, the Committee and the
CDO established summer deadlines for
submitting materials to the Judicial Clerk
ship Program Coordinator, J. Kevin
Motsinger. Timely submission guaran
teed that the applicant's recommenda
tions would be ready by a date in Sep
tember corresponding to the summer
date.
Third, because of the precise sched
ule for material submfssion, the CDO can
now produce and prepare letters of rec-

See CLERKSHIP page 2
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ommendation for student pickup, allow
ing applicants to directly include the let
ters in their application packets. This
process differs from previous years when
the letters were mailed separately from
the application packets. The new pro
cess allows judges to receive applications
as single packets instead of piecemeal,
and enables students to personally ensure
that their applications are complete and
that the recommendations are correct.
Positive feedback from judges indicates
that the new process saves them the time
and ensures that recommendations are
not lost in the shuffle.

Federal Law Clerk Hiring Plan, or are
alumni targeting a few specific federal
courts.
The efficiency and organization of
the new system alleviates the process for
students who must confront other ob
stacles on the way to a coveted position.
Because not all judges update their infor
mation on the uscourts.gov website, the
centralized job posting system, some stu
dents are discovering that the judges to
whom they have applied are no longer
hiring.
Also because of the new application
guidelines, students cannot interview with
desired judges even if they are in the area

Denise Noel/Staff Photographer

Newly appointed Clerkship Coordinator J. Kevin Motsinger was instrumental
in the success of this year's judicial clerkship application process.

According to Motsinger, every over the summer.
Further, students face time pres
complete submission the CDO received
by the specified deadlines was ready for sures in the process. An applicant must
the promised pick-up date. Since July be prepared to receive an offer from a
14th, the clerkship office has produced judge and have to accept the offer on the
more than 35,000 letters of recommen spot, even though he or she may not have
completed all interviews. Most end up
dation.
Considering the immensity of the accepting the first offer they receive be
project Motsinger feels "especially grate cause declining a judicial offer is consid
ful to our student assistants who spent ered very poor form. The student risks
weeks helping - and are continuing to not only looking bad in front of the judge,
help - proof, fold, stuff, seal, and stamp but also being blacklisted for other
clerkships and tarnishing the reputation
the letters."
The students have been unanimous of GW and other GW students in clerk
in their praise for the new process. Don ship applications.
To avoid these situations, Clark ad
Amlin, a 3L, says he was very pleased
with how the clerkship office has per vises prospective clerkship applicants to
formed. Even when he added judges to apply only to judges whose offers they
his list after deadline, the office was able would accept. Clark also recommends
to provide his new letters within a week. scheduling interviews in order of pre
Dawn Goodman, another full-time ferred ranking in order to have a better
3L, was particularly impressed with pro chance of receiving the first offer from a
cess of producing the letters. . "I think preferred judge.
Students also warn of the shear ex
the new process is good in that it has
pense
of applying for clerkships. With
helped to neutralize applications and
many
applying
to more than 80-100 clerk
their timing. It has also assured us that
we will know soon enough if we have a ship openings each, they face several hun
clerkship so that we can best answer our dreds of dollars in photocopying and post
firms as to anoffer after being a summer." age expenses.
Some suggest that the school coor
Students have also commended the
assistance of the faculty in promoting and dinate the mailing of applications to save
encourage applications to clerkships. Jen students the postage and photocopying
nifer Sheffield, a 3L, said "[Professor] expenses. For example, Sheffield sug
Clark is amazing. He's willing to use his gested that the clerkship office could col
name and time to help students that he lect all applications for each position and
knows and I know professors who also FedEx them together to the appropriate
do the same. It takes a special professor judge. Not only would this ensure that
the applications get to intended recipients,
who's willing to do that."
The improvements come at a key but the judges could look at all applica
time when increasing number of students tions from GWU together and obtain a
are applying for clerkships. Last year, better overview of a student's application
approximately 160 participants applied and GWU profile. Sheffield admits that
by mid-October. As of last week, 155 stu it would take a large investment in terms
dents had already registered with the of money and manpower for the school
Clerkship Coordinator, with more add to coordinate such an effort. However,
ing nearly every day. Most of the people she thinks it would benefit the school by
now registering either intend to apply to showcasing the school's great clerkship
state courts, which are not subject to the program and its commitment to promot-

Two GW Law Grads To
Clerk For U.S.
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD

Staff Writer
In 2005, The George Washington
University Law School will have an un
precedented two former students clerking
for Supreme Court justices. Ann
O'Connell, JD 2004, will clerk for Chief
Justice William Rehnquist, and Chantel
Febus, JD 2002, will clerk for Justice
Clarence Thomas.
Extremely active while at law
school, O'Connell served as Managing
Editor of the George Washington Uni
versity Law Review, Vice President of
Interscholastic Competitions for the
Moot Court Board, and on the Alterna
tive Dispute Resolution and Mock Trial
Boards. She was also a Dean's Fellow
and a Coordinating Dean's Fellow, and
graduated with Highest Honors at the top
3% of her class.
O'Connell also worked at the Of
fice of International Law at the Depart
ment of Transportation during her first
summer, and at Covington & Burling in
her second year. After graduating, she
worked at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale
& Dorr while studying for the bar exam.
Last month, she started her clerkship with
Judge Magill of the U.S. Court of Ap
peals for the Eighth Circuit in Fargo,
North Dakota.
"I am having a fabulous time so
far," says O'Connell about her Circuit
Court clerkship. "The learning experi
ence is really incredible and I feel that
GW prepared me extremely well for it."
"From an academic perspective,
what was remarkable about Ann was the
breadth of her talent. The top students
are not always the most brilliant oral ad
vocates and vice versa. But Ann was at
the top of her class academically and one
of the best student oral advocates I have
ever seen," remembers Professor Todd
Peterson, O'Connell's civil procedure pro
fessor and ABA Moot Court coach.
Peterson also noted that O'Connell
displayed a genuine concern for her fel
low students, and a thoughtfulness about
the moral issues of the law that earned
her the universal admiration of students
and faculty alike.
Earlier in the spring, O'Connell had
decided not to apply for a Supreme Court
clerkship. However, Courtney Gilligan,
JD 2002, a current clerk for Chief Justice
Rehnquist, and O'Connell's Dean's Fel-

low, encouraged her to give it a try.
O'Connell decided to apply in early June
2004. Although a last minute decision the application reviewing process had al
ready started - she gathered all materi
als for her application in record time with
the help of the CDO, the Clerkship Com
mittee, and herrecommenders, Professors
Lorri Unumb, Robert Brauneis and
Peterson.
After hand delivering her applica
tion to Rehnquist's office, O'Connell re
ceived a request to interview with the
Justice approximately te n days later.
Professor Bradford Clark helped
prepare O'Connell for her interview.
According to O'Connell, the interview
with the Chief Justice lasted only seven
minutes. "The Chief asked me little more
than whether I bought a warm coat for
Fargo, where I was from, what was my
judicial philosophy, and what were my
future career plans," O'Connell said. "I
don't really remember very much about
my answers other than I told him that I
wanted to be a lawyer - apparently not a
bad answer." Roughly two weeks later,
Rehnquist offered O'Connell the position.
While many have asked her
whether she would like to become a pro
fessor, O'Connell does not have any set
career track after she finishes with her
clerkships. She says "I think that I am
just one of those people that love to work
at a law firm and be a lawyer. I'm just
going to play everything by ear."
O'Connell is from Elk Grove Vil
lage, Illinois, a Chicago suburb. She
graduated from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign where she ma
jored in political science and speech com
munication. Before going to law school,
O'Connell worked for one year as a chap
ter consultant for Sigma Kappa Sorority
traveling to different colleges and univer
sities to assist sororities with issues from
recruitment to hazing to balancing the
chapter checkbook.
Chantel Febus, who could not be
reached for interview, is currently clerking
for Judge Edith Jones on the Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. She previ
ously served as clerk to the Honorable
Royce Lamberth of the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia.

ing clerkships among its students.
ready accepted positions with judges on
The Committee, law school, faculty, the Second, Fifth, Sixth, Tenth, and Elev
CDO and current applicants encourage enth Circuits.
more students to apply for clerkships.
Clark also strongly encourages stu
According to Clark, a clerkship is one of dents who have obtained Circuit Court
the very best experiences a lawyer can clerkships to apply to the Supreme Court
have. "A clerkship gives you invaluable next year. "I'm always amazed that they
insights into the judicial process and will get Circuit Court clerkships and don't
pay dividends throughout your entire ca bother [applying] for the Supreme Court,"
reer," Clark says. "It looks good on your he says. Many are discouraged by the
resume, but more importantly, it'll give competitiveness of the Supreme Court,
you skills and judgment beyond your but securing a Circuit Court clerkship
years."
improves one's chances.
Noting the recent placement of GW
While being in the top 15% of the
graduates in US Supreme Court class increases the possibility of landing
clerkships, Clark says that this success can a Supreme Court or Circuit Court job,
be traced back to the fact that more stu many other clerkships in other courts are
dents are getting Circuit Court clerkships. available for all law students. The Com
The more GW students place at the Cir mittee will work with everyone to
cuit level, the more are eligible to apply strategize ways to maximize one's poten
to the Supreme Court. Once a Justice tial to become a clerk. "Every GWU
has a GW graduate as a clerk, he keeps student has a good chance of getting a
an eye out for future GW students, ob clerkship and there's no good reason for
serves Clark. This year, students have al not applying," said Sheffield.
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Skills Boards Discuss External
Competition Policies
BY JANE YANOVSKY

Yews Editor
Every year, law students from all to cover the trips expenses. The ADR
over the country participate in interscho- board submits the petitions on behalf of
lastic competitions testing a wide variety its members.
of lawyerly skills and covering many di
"It looks good for the school that
verse topics. In recent years, GW has we are sending people and the Dean of
been an active and successful participant Students Office is sensitive to that," said
in these competitions in the three catego Jaclyn West of the ADR board. Added
ries for which the law school has skills Mirko, "it's not an adversarial process."
boards: Alternative Dispute Resolution
The Mock Trial board also holds
(ADR), Mock Trial, and Moot Court.
intrascholastic competitions each semes
Yet while many GW students are ter for students interest in gaining board
familiar with internal skills board com membership. The fall competitions is
petitions, the majority have no experience open to all-upperclassmen, while the
with external competitions. Limitations spring competitions gives the lLs the op
placed on the number of entries per portunity to compete as well. However,
school in most interscholastic competi the board holds separate try-outs for each
tions and restricted funds effectively keep of its external competitions.
the numbers of competitors down.
"Anyone in the law school can go
Each skills board follows a differ to externals," said Brian Boyle, President
ent procedure in selecting students to rep of the Mock Trial Board.
resent the Law School on a regional or
Boyle observed that he could not
nationwide basis. Despite differences in remember a non-board member who has
selection methods and ability to finance tried out for an external competition in
trips, each board tries to ensure the at the last two years, but added that "people
tendance of the most qualified candi who were not on the board, but are on
dates. For the law students with interest the external team can be invited to the
in skills com
board based on
petitions, who
^~^""
performance."
did not make a "The competitions are sort of
"Over the
desired board
last few years,
addicting: once you do one, you
t h r o u g h
we've
had
intrascholastic
want to keep doing them."
people make
competition,
board
- Brian Boyle, the
this can be
through exter
Mock Trial Board President
both good and
nals,"
said
bad news.
Boyle.
Funding
Last year,
is one of the primary differences between a Black Law Student Association mock
the skills boards and their ability to send trial team, consisting of two Mock Trial
students to external competitions. The board members and two non-members,
ADR Board relies primarily on an ad hoc won the regional in a mock trial compe
petition process to the Dean of Students tition not affiliated with the Mock Trial
Office to cover the costs of external com board. The two non-members were ex
petitions.
tended offers to join the board based on
Mock Trial uses both an adminis their outstanding performance, because
tration-provided budget and an ad hoc "we decided it would be beneficial for the
process. Moot Court draws mostly on board," said Boyle.
the budget it receives from the school.
The Mock Trial board has plans to
Additionally, each board has to contend attend at least three external competitions
with different levels of interest in exter this year. The board hopes to send two
nal competitions and must structure the teams each to the American Trial Law
selection process accordingly.
yers' Association Tournament and the
"The way to go to the external com National Trial Competition, where GW
petitions is to go through the in-house has done very well in the past.
competition," said Valerie Mirko, Presi
Last year, the ATLA regional final
dent of the ADR Board.
consisted of two GW teams going up
Each year, the ADR board sends the against each other, with the winning team
top two teams from its fall Negotiations advancing to the quarterfinals at nation
Competition and spring Client Counsel als. GW won the NTC regional as well,
ing Competition to the respective regional also advancing to the national
tournaments. The competitions serve a quarterfinals round.
dual purpose: vetting the field of com
Additionally, the board hopes to
petitors for the interscholastic candidates, return to the American Bar Association
and selecting new board members. This Competition, where GW last made an
year, as in three out of the past four years, appearance two years ago. Try-outs for
GW's ADR board is also hosting the re all competitions will be held in late Octo
gional Negotiations tournament.
ber - early November for all interested
"Traditionally, we've done very well students.
in both fall and spring. This year we were
For the first time this fall,GW will
invited to host both regional competi attend the National Association of Crimi
tions, but we chose to host Negotiations," nal Defense Lawyers Competition in At
said Mirko.
lanta. The competitors for this tourna- •
The ADR board also hopes to send ment will be exclusively board members,
one or two teams to the ABA Mediation because "we are a late entry and had to
Competition this year. "We are picking put a team together in three weeks," ex
from the board," Mirko explained. "By plained Boyle.
and large that reflects the trend that skills
Boyle hopes that people with a sin
boards send members to externals."
cere litigation interest come out for the
The students chosen to represent the try-outs. He is seeking "people who are
school will have to submit paperwork to
the Dean of Students Office for money
See BOARDS page 5

INTERIM DEAN from page l .
believes continued vigorous faculty re
cruitment is essential to the sustained
success of the law school.
Trangsrud, like his predecessor,
strongly emphasizes the importance of
alumni relations. Trangsrud particularly
focuses on fostering these relationships.
When asked about this, new role,
Trangsrud said, "I was surprised by how
fun [fiindraising] is."
Trangsrud observed that the law
school's past and present accomplish
ments make it easy to talk to alumni
about the school and to seek their sup
port. Connecting with alumni and fur
ther engaging them in the intellectual fife
of the school - something Young did very
well - remains one of Trangsrud's last
ing goals.
Dean Trangsrud's initial efforts will
continue to throughout the year, helping
to create a positive atmosphere and a
smooth transition for the law school's
next dean. The school is currently ac
tively involved in searching for the right
candidate. Trangsrud has been part of
this process before, as faculty chair of the
Dean Search Committee that selected
former Dean Jack Friedenthal. Profes
sor Roger Schecter, who previously
headed the search committee that se
lected Dean Young, once again leads the
current dean search.
In most years, an average of thirty
ABA-accredited law schools are in search
of new deans. This year, Vanderbilt and
Boston University are two of the thirty.
With the number of open positions and
serious competition from Vanderbilt and
BU, it might seem hard to attract a large
pool of qualified candidates. However,
Trangsrud remains very optimistic. He
believes that "GW will be the most cov
eted deanship this year."
GW's location, quality of students
and faculty, increasing quality of the
physical premises, strong staff, and up
ward trajectory make it very appealing
to candidates. University-wide support
also helps.
"GW [University] has been very
supportive of the Law School and its
growth." Trangsrud stated. Such sup
port from the larger institution, he ob
served, is atypical.
With the search process well under
way, the expectation is that by January
or February, a pool of eight to ten candi
dates will be invited to the school to meet
with the faculty. Staff, alumni, and stu
dent committees will also interview the
candidates. These committees will report
back to the faculty committee. With this
information, the faculty committee will
then narrow the pool. The faculty as a
whole will then vote to select its top three
choices. It takes a two-thirds vote to ap
prove a candidate. The Law School will
then forward the three names to the presi
dent and vice president of the university,
who will make the final selection.
Trangsrud believes that a success
ful candidate must have a distinguished
reputation as a world-class scholar, the
ability to manage an institution and work
with people, a recognized ability to
fundraise, and most importantly, must
approach the job with energy and ideas
that will inspire and lead this institution.
He believes that the personal leadership
he has witnessed under Deans Barron,
Friedenthal, and Young has been vital to
the school's past success.
And under the capable watch of
Interim Dean Trangsrud, this vision of
leadership continues to be effectively re
alized.

BUDGET from page 1
how much money we were spending. So
when we took over, we tried to get a
handle on that right away. It should be
fair and reflect students' interests and the
desires of the student body as a whole."
Many of the improvements that
Willingham,'Dutil, and others have de
veloped will streamline the process and
make it easier to track in the future. They
introduced standardized spreadsheets for
budget requests to ensure that all groups
present similar information. This enabled
the committee to assess the groups'
fundraising, membership, and past re
quests. The software also allowed real
time calculations during hearings.
"Our aim with the new account
ing practices and forms, both internally
and among the student groups, is to get
an accurate reflection of spending, com
paring what people plan to spend money
on and what they actually spend money
on," said Willingham.
This was the first year budget hear
ings were held in the fall instead of the
spring. Each organization's budget re
quest was not due this year until the 7th
of September.
In the past, outgoing organization
officers had to submit a budget for the
following year before they left office. The
groups then elected new leadership who
had to work under their predecessor's
funding.
"This way, we have the officers in
place who come up with the ideas over
the summer and who have the motiva
tion to carry through on the events dur
ing the year. They are in a much better
position to predict costs and interest,"

Willingham said.
Law Revue, the GW Law Softball
Club, and Nota Bene, which had previ
ously received most of their funding di
rectly from the administration, are now
financed under the SBA budget. Al
though the administration allocated more
funds to the SBA to accommodate the
switch, the change will not make up the
entire difference. These three organiza
tions account for over fifty percent of the
allotted SBA budget.
"The suggestion the committee has
made is to still fund them, more or less at
a traditional level and have them do as
much fundraising as possible," said Dutil.
"These are the three largest things
that people recognize most. They're tra
ditions," added Willingham.
The SBA has to make up any dif
ference between the funds it receives from
the Law School and the University and
the student organizations budget using
money it raises through various activities.
The SBA also funds many events during
orientation that students often believe are
funded by the Law School.
"Everything the SBA does is en
tirely self-financed and we lose money on
most of our activities such as Barristers
Ball," said Willingham.
A number of fundraisers through
out the year generate the funds to allow
these activities.
"Our biggest source of revenue is
the locker sales in the fall. One hundred
percent of that goes to the SBA," Dutil
said.
To offset the strain on the SBA
funds that go to Law School-wide activi
ties, the Finance Committee requires each
student organization to have at least one
fundraiser a year. The SBA recently in
troduced the Gavel Club - a group that
includesthe presidents and treasurers
from all the student organizations - to

See BUDGETpage 4
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Committees Assembled
to Choose New Dean
BY JONATHAN HALL BACKENSTOSE

,

Staff Writer

With Dean Young's departure to
University of Utah, the law school has
been busy with the process of finding a
suitable replacement. These efforts are
being spearheaded by a Faculty Commit
tee consisting of Roger Schechter
(Chair), Todd Peterson (Vice Chair),
Robert Tuttle, Cheryl Block, Karen
Brown, and Ralph Steinhardt.
"The committee is very optimistic
because the deanship of this law school
is one of the most desirable positions in
legal academia," noted Schechter.
In addition to the Faculty Commit
tee, the search for the new Dean closely
involves a Student Committee, a Staff
Committee, and an Alumni Committee,
so that all major interested constituen
cies are represented. These committees
each have about seven members,
Schechter noted.
"We are very excited and very
happy about all of the committees that
have been put together" he continued,
noting the committees have strength in
their diversity. "The Student Commit
tee has full-time and part-time students,
and they are members of quite a few stu
dent organizations. The Alumni Com
mittee is also very diverse with members
from different practice areas and repre
senting different age groups."
The process of finding a new
Dean began immediately after Dean
Young announced his intention to leave.
So far, however, most of the work has
been organizational. "The bulk of this
past summer was used to develop the
overall process that would be followed,"
said Schechter.
As part of this, the Faculty Com
mittee individually interviewed each
member of the law school faculty to get
their input. This included faculty mem
ber observations on what challenges are
presently facing the law school, what at
tributes and strengths the next Dean
should possess, and suggestions for po
tential candidates.
The committees have also drafted
and run some advertising, including no
tices in the Chronicle of Higher Education,
Legal Tim es, and the National Law Jour
nal. The committees also posted infor
mation on a variety of web sites and elec
tronic distribution lists targeted to law
professors and other leading members of
the legal profession.
Operationally, the process will be
one of successive stages of screening.
Initially, the Faculty Committee will iden
tify candidates and conduct screening
interviews with them. Schechter antici
pates that the initial group of candidates
may number twenty or twenty five. He
stressed, though, that this is a "rolling
process," so candidates may be screened

for several fnonths.
After screening, the Faculty Com
mittee will select around eight to ten can
didates and will invite them to campus
for full interviews. These interviews
should last two or three days and will
likely involve meetings with each of the
constituent committees and the adminis
trations of the Law School and George
Washington University.
As part of his or her interview, each
candidate will likely make a presentation
to the full faculty and representatives of
the constituent committees. These pre
sentations will allow the faculty and com
mittees to evaluate each candidate's philo
sophical and administerial match to the
identified needs of the Law School.
After the full interviews, the Fac
ulty Committee will gather feedback from
the administrations, committees, and fac
ulty. Again it will narrow down the can
didate pool, likely to approximately five
or six candidates. From this pool, the
full faculty will select three final candi
dates, and from these President
Trachtenberg will make his final selection
of the new Dean.
While students are likely curious as
to who is in the running, names cannot
be divulged because of professional con
cerns. Schechter noted that all of the can
didates are already in positions of high
leadership and if their candidacy were
public, it would likely impact their abil
ity to perform at their present jobs. How
ever, after the candidates are determined,
the demographics and general makeup of
the selected group will likely be disclosed.
"In conjunction with the SBA, we
are also discussing the possibility of a
town hall-like meeting with students to
give an update on the status of the search
if there is interest," Schechter added.
The process is intended to very
pragmatic. "We will be responsive to con
stituencies on the ground" Schechter
stated, and added that recommendations
from students are welcome.
Screening interviews will start
shortly, and will hopefully be completed
by finals or the holidays. Most of the on
campus interviews will take place in the
spring semester, likely in January and Feb
ruary.
"The present goal is to have three
names for President Trachtenberg by
spring break" he added, "and the Presi
dent will likely make his choice in late
March or early April."
Schechter indicated that the faculty
is very enthusiastic. They feel that the
Law School's new Dean will be great ad
dition to the community. "Dean Young
had a very successful tenure and the new
candidate will get to build on his accom
plishments," he added.

BUDGET fro m page 3

at events instead of university catering,
as well as gearing budgets to the
university's sale tax exemptions whenever
possible.
"The University is a tax-exempt or
ganization. Why are we paying sales tax?
It's a 10% additional cost," said Dutil.
"If student organizations work with the
SBA Treasurer and plan in advance, we
can often ensure that the sales tax exemp
tion is applied."
Even if the expense is for something
only for members, organizations can

facilitate sharing of new new fundraising
and cost-saving ideas.
"There is a certain amount of
stagnation.. .Everyone thinks of the same
thing," Willingham said. "We don't want
to inundate the student population with
T-shirts."
Through the Gavel Club the Fi
nance Committee hopes to inform all or
ganizations about important cost-saving
ideas. The suggestions include minimiz
ing costs by using Costco to provide food

Faculty Profile
BY REBECCA PARKER

Staff Writer
Dalia Tsuk sits nonchalantly behind to the Supreme Court of the United
a desk stacked with folders and papers; a States). In accordance with Israel's re
petite woman, she only barely clears the quirements, Tsuk also worked in a local
pile. What is something I like, she pon firm while studying for the bar exam.
At the age of 26, Tsuk left her home
ders, head cocked to the side, "I'm just
passionate about the law," she says with country for Harvard Law School to ful
a soft accent. "I guess that's sort of a fill the requirements for her second pas
sion: teaching.
quirk."
Once in the US, Tsuk expanded on
Tsuk, one of eight new permanent
hires at the law school, began her tenure her prior interests in political theory and
began to study legal plu
at GW as a visiting professor
ralism.
from the University of Ari
"All of my work
zona in 2003-2004. She was
since I've been here has
invited for a one year stint in
dealt with democracy and
DC after several GW faculty
how you protect different
members took notice of her
groups," she said. Tsuk's
impressive scholarly works,
intellectual pursuits and
said Karen Brown, last year's
subsequent writings have
chair of the Faculty Appoint
been heavily influenced by
ment Committee.
the works of Felix Cohen,
Brown was charged
who worked primarily to
with organizing the formi
merge the autonomy of
dable process of filling ten
Native Americans with
faculty vacancies, including
the authority of the US
Dalia Tsuk
one of Tsuk's classes: Corpo
government. This focus
rations.
"Early in the year we identified her on "group politics" forms the backbone
as someone we would like to hire," said for most of Tsuk's research.
"Basically, instead of thinking of in
Brown.
For Tsuk, the transition made good dividuals, think about groups," she said.
"[Pluralism] is the recognition that you
sense.
"I've always liked Washington," she can't break down some groups into indi
said. "And a lot of my research is here. viduals. Oftentimes the group has char
There's something about DC. There's acteristics that the individual people do
something about the architecture, in some not."
Much of Tsuk's work deals with
respects it's very beautiful, but it's also
trying to reconcile the autonomy of selfsoothing."
In addition to her love for the city, governing groups - including those that
Tsuk believes that GW offers more op are not self-selecting - with the larger
portunities for improvement in her cho authority of United States law. Hence
sen specialties than were available to her her approach to Corporations, or, seen
in pluralistic terms, self-governing hier
at Arizona.
The appointment committee, im archical organizations that are subject not
pressed by teacher evaluation forms and only to their own rules, but also to the
classroom performance, invited Tsuk to rules of the government that sustains
apply for a permanent position. Accord them. Tsuk's ability to universalize her
ing to Brown, Tsuk was evaluated in small research is one of the qualities that Brown
groups by the entire faculty and outside finds most admirable.
"She is genuinely interested in her
sources (from whom she received rave
reviews) before she was asked to deliver subjects and she manages to interrelate
them in her scholarship," Brown said.
a presentation to the faculty en masse.
"Her presentation was excellent," "She's genuinely intellectually curious,
Brown said. "She handled questions and and therefore interested in what other
answered them well. We want to know people are doing. She's a rigorous scholar
how clear and understandable their de and contributes to the law school com
livery is, and how [they] respond to ques munity."
Tsuk is currently finishing her first
tions. It often shows how people will
book,
"Encounters in Pluralism: The Life
perform in the classroom."
and
Thought
of Felix S. Cohen." The
Originally from the Northwestern
book
is
an
adaptation
of her SJD disser
city of Haifa in Israel, Tsuk always
tation.
She
is
also
finalizing
a second
wanted to study law. "Nobody could
work,
"Pluralist
Images:
Legal
Visions
for
change my mind," she said. Contrary to
the American system of legal training, the Modern State," which will serve as
Israeli students are not required to com the dissertation for a PhD in American
plete undergraduate studies before attend History from Yale University.
In addition to her scholarly pursuits,
ing law school.
Tsuk received her LLB (Bachelor of Tsuk also enjoys opera, theater and the
Laws) with high honors from Tel Aviv National Symphony. Though she has no
University in 1992 and began work as a plans to return to Israel, Tsuk often reads
clerk for Chief Justice Meir Shamgar of in Hebrew to stay in touch with her heri
Israel's High Court of Justice (equivalent tage. A long-time vegetarian, Tsuk is in
trigued by different ethnic foods and has
work with the Treasurer to get a tax-ex
spent many a meal discussing workout
empt form for almost any legitimate pur
routines with Brown.
chase for the organization.
Tsuk's wide range of accomplish
Through some innovative improve
ments and diversity of interests bring new
ments and organizational restructuring,
perspectives into the study of Corpora
the Senate Finance Committee has cre
tions, Property and Legal History. Said
ated a process that can respond to stu
Brown: "She's just an outstanding new
dents' needs.
professor and both students and faculty
"My job is not to tell people what
will see she is a welcome addition to the
they can't do," said Willingham, "it's to
permanent faculty."
find ways to do what they want to do
within the budgets we have."
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willing to dedicate the time and are will
ing to learn and are good team members."
Participating in externals is very
intense, time-consuming work. "Closer
to trial, we spend close to eight hours a
day together. It's a very intense 5 weeks,
but you become great friends with the
people that you work with."
External competitions are funded
mostly from the budget the board receives
from the administration. "We really try
to focus on regional round tournaments
so we don't have hotels and travel [ex
penses] and we only have to pay the reg
istration fee," said Boyle.
The support of the law firm of
Cohen & Cohen, last year's fall in-house
competition sponsor, has helped. The
firm donated five thousand dollars for the
five year sponsorship. This sponsorship
enabled the board to fund at least one
extra external competition.
But the board members want GW
to become a school with national recog
nition. "Part of that is increasing the
number of competitions that you do,"
Boyle explained.
Consequently, this year the execu
tive board created a position for
fundraising and alumni relations, cur
rently held by Sogand Zamani. Accord
ing to Boyle, "funding hasn't been a prob
lem thus far, but now we are going to have
to come up with a way to fund the [addi
tional] things that we want to do.... The
competitions are sort of addicting: once
you do one, you want to keep doing
them."
Like the other skills boards, the
Moot Court board has had to contend
with increasing demand for external
competition participation. Last week at
its general board meeting the organiza
tion unveiled a new plan to take effect
next year addressing the problem. In
years past, Moot Court used to fund ex
ternal trips for teams consisting both of
board members and of one board mem
ber and one non-member.
That policy changed last year. Nonmembers were still allowed to go, but the
board no longer paid their travel expenses.
The new plan excludes non-members
from participation from the GW-sponsored teams all together, "because there's
a lot of demand," explained Don Amlin,
Vice President Interscholastic of the
Moot Court board, who is responsible for

the coordination of all aspects of exter
nal competition participation.
The board's new policy outlines cri
teria including an early indication of in
terest, participation in an upper level in
ternal competition, and subject matter
interest (e.g., taking a course in the area
of law on which the competition focuses).
3Ls are also given priority.
Amlin explained that a lot of com
petitions limit each school to one team
entry. "There was so much demand for
people within the board to do externals,
and we wanted to figure out the most
objective way to settle this."
The board chose experience as the
best criteria to focus on in paring down
numbers of competitors.
"Now, we want people who have
the most experience, so you will have to
do an internal [competition] before you
are eligible for an external."
All members who make the board
as lLs are required to do an upper-level
internal competition as part of member
ship in any case, while those who become
members after first year satisfy that re
quirement through the upper-level com
petition that qualified them for member
ship.
Amlin and board hope that the
quality of the teams GW fields will in
crease with the new rules. All students
chosen to go to an external competition
will have to do practice arguments before
faculty members to sharpen their argu
ments prior to competition.
"It's regrettable that we can't just

Chickening Out: The
Failings of the RIAA

T

he Recording Industry As saw it coming, but ignored the warnings,
sociation of America is a only to end up like weathermen in a hur
powerful but increasingly ricane.
unpopular organization. Confronted
As early as six or seven years ago, I
with rampant Internet filesharing, the should have been able to go on, say,
RIAA has been quick to declare that the britneyspears.com and download the de
music industry cannot survive—that, in licious "Toxic" for 99 cents, long before
the words of Chicken
iTunes or even
Little, their sky is falling,
Napster came along.
and falling fast.
Every band, every
While
courts
record label, should
struggled to impose sec
have developed their
ondary liability for copy
own website where
songs could be down
right infringement on
loaded for a fee.
Napster and other soft
ware companies, the re
A high-profile
cording industry pled
website
is
a
their case to Congress
marketer's dream;
with little to show for it.
just think of the tiePETER BR OMAGHIM
The RIAA then chose
ins—concerts,
tthe course many consid
shirts, the whole sheered rash: they sued their
bang. You still can't
own customers for copyright infringe go to most band pages and download
ment.
their songs, because that's just not how
Perhaps it was necessary; polls the industry makes its money.
show that the recording industry was
For all of its failings, the recording
mildly successful in stemming the tide of industry has some formidable arguments
free music downloading, though record on its side. Copyright law will continue
sales have fallen considerably and the to serve as its strongest weapon; repro
public backlash palpable.
ducing and distributing music violates the
Now a new pebble has fallen on the record company's rights in the sound re
RIAA's head in the form of digital radio cordings.
recorders, and the sky seems to be falling
It's enforcement that proves prickly,
yet again. These recorders are sophisti and other technologies are in the works
cated enough to allow you to leave a digi to eliminate the need to police these
tal radio station (or up to eight, one prod rights; a system where songs are en
have this completely open to anyone in uct claims) playing all day long on your crypted with a code to limit their future
the school and anyone on the board, for computer, while the recorder turns songs dissemination is the most viable candi
that matter, because it's a valuable edu into mp3s.
date. I s tand by the copyright laws, but
cational experience," observed Amlin.
Add-ons to the software allow you take the strongest issue with the RIAA in
But because of limitations placed on GW to cut out any fading at the beginning or their favorite policy argument—these
by the hosts of the competitions and of end of songs as well as advertisements changes to the music industry will hurt
because of limited funding, "we had to and those annoying voiceovers.
the artists, the record companies, and the
find some way to both reward our board
The RIAA, unexpectedly, con consumers.
members and send the teams that have demns these radio recorders, while their
To address the suddenly downtrod
the most chance of success."
creators and users laud them as "just like den musicians and the record companies,
External moot court competitions taping songs off of the radio."
I'd like to enter into evidence Sheryl
are funded with the money given to the
The comparison to cassettes does Crow's recent whiny, tearful speech on the
board by the administration. All Moot not quite hold true, of course: a digital Hill, in which she explained that her
Court board members also pay member transmission preserves perfect sound record deal didn't pay her a dime until
ship dues, though the board does not en quality from person to person. The RIAA she made about $7 million. If you hap
gage in independent fundraising.
learned to live with personal taping, but pen to see Sheryl around, tell her to get a
"It's quasi-curriculum related ... I with no degradation in sound quality and better lawyer and, while she's at it, a new
see a lot of parallels between skills boards sharing a hundred times easier than in plastic surgeon.
and journals, and perhaps that's why we the old analog world, digital radio record
I point this out for a reason: the
don't have to fundraise," said Amlin.
ing is now dubbed the new threat to take landscape is better without the discrep
ancy in bargaining power between record
music industry down.
The RIAA has been claiming that companies and artists. Without their old
the apocalypse is on the horizon for some stranglehold on the industry, a band can
time, dating back to the digital audio tape, start their own label, find sound career
an invention that never really caught on. advice and a good lawyer, and begin
At some point, one has to wonder: How throwing their music on the Internet.
If they become successful through
the sky can be falling so often? How is
the recording industry constantly playing sales and touring, they can start the same
promotion schemes that major labels curcatch-up with these innovations?
They were convinced that, like rendy do, and without the bogus contracts
many other short-sighted companies in and the hefty corporate cut off the top.
the '90s, their current business model was When you treat your talent terribly (not
not going to change with the development to mention your customers), the taps you
of the Internet. They certainly weren't feel on your head may not be the sky fall
j<^eep Ljour friends and famiitj up to date
going to help it along. With radio sta ing, but the dirt from your own shovel.
with GW Law news and event's btj send
Finally, as a consumer, and being
tions in their pocket and chain record
ever
the
optimist, I think the industry's
stores in their corner, major labels—the
ing them copies of the
failings
have
allowed us to usher in a
RIAA's members—could effectively con
golden
age
of
diversify in music. Bands
trol the music people heard and the price
f\jota Dene.
should
find
it
easier to reach potential
they'd pay for it.
fans,
and
record
companies will lack the
With
cassette
tapes
phased
out,
dis
|t's onltj $20 for the whole year!
tribution of their good was in one cheap money necessary to take out fiill-page ads
and likeable form, the CD. Their down in Teen Beat an d develop groups that all
fall was overestimating their might—the sound the same.
The story of Chicken Little ended
market for music was evolving whether
not
in
the salivating mouth of Foxy Loxy,
the
major
music
companies
liked
it
o
r
not.
Lor more information., or to place an
The industry tried to prevent and but with Chicken Little sent home with
subsequently panicked about new tech her tail between her legs. Give it time—
order email notahene@law .gwu .edu
nologies. I'd like to think these experts the RIAA is on its way.
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Maria Full Of
Grace

o let's be honest: I saw this ter taffy. Now double its thickness. Imag
movie by default. Last Fri ine 60 of them sitting in front of you.
day, Georgetown yanked the
Now you have to swallow them one
movie with the hot guy from HBO's Six by one, keep them in your stomach for
Feet Under, and since I hate Tom Cruise the amount of time it takes to travel from
(so Collateral was out) and Wicker Park Colombia to New York City (bathroom
seemed faux scary, my crew settled on trips prohibited), and pray that not a
Maria Full of Grace, d irected by Joshua single wrapped package leaks. If it does,
you'll end up with a
Marston, which has
stomach full of heroin
been out for some time
and die almost instantly.
now, and for which I
I actually had to
had some serious reser
take a "lobby time-out"
vations.
from the movie during
First of all, sub
this scene where they
titles aren't my thing,
show her learning how
and the movie is in
to swallow these pack
Spanish. Second, I
LINDSAY TASHER
ages - I was getting re
knew what the movie
ally woozy. But this
was about (a 17-yearscene made the movie old "mule" from Co
it's the only scene (along
lombia who ingests
drugs in order to carry them across the with the ending, which I won't tell you)
border), and skipping it meant missing that I remember, and which I thought
having to watch her swallow them in epitomized what this movie was trying
some director's efforts to be dramatic. to say.
Finally, there was no "James Spader Fac
Maria Full of Grace was about swift
tor" -the token hot guy you can stare at decisions—swallowing 60 pieces of
if the movie totally stinks.
"oversized taffy," trusting someone you
But the movie was decent. It don't know, leaving an uncomfortable life
dragged at times (even though it's well and going somewhere where you know
under two hours), the supporting actors absolutely no one, fleeing from danger
were mediocre, and it's not for the squea when you might be headed towards
mish. However, I got really into the story worse, lying and praying you don't get
- if anything, it makes you think. Maria caught, sticking up for someone, apolo
Alvarez (successfully played by Catalina gizing, and persisting through it all.
Sandino Moreno) is a 17-year-old girl
I d on't think that any of us knows
from Colombia who dethorns roses in a what it would be like to be Maria. It's
factory for a living.
hard to identify, especially when people
She resides with her mother, sister, tell me they'd never want me imposing a
and her sister's baby son, shelling out her jail sentence, and when I was one of three
wages to contribute to the family's in people in Professor Butler's criminal pro
come. After a run-in with her boss, she cedure class last year who voted to nix
quits her job, and Maria's mother and sis the Exclusionary Rule. But even with my
ter put extreme
opinions repressure on her
g a r d i n g
to find another.
crime, drug
Is someone who did nothing
Upon learning
dealers, and
according to the law in a
that she is preg
people who
profession laden with violence
nant by a man
should just
she does not
"know bet
and dishonesty really "full of
love, Maria is
ter," I think I
grace?"
desperate for
cared about
anything but
Maria.
the lifestyle she
She was
knows.
quick to think, quick to react, and quick
She meets a guy named Franklin to risk, and all for the sake of her family.
who tells her that she can make some se The film makes sure you know she has a
rious money being a "mule." She decides heart - something that we like to think
to try it out, things go wrong, and I'll let criminals
don't have.
X.
you see the movie to learn the rest. Would
On the other hand, if drug traffick
I rush to see it in the theaters? No. Would ing, our lackadaisical immigration sys
I rent it on video? Yes.
tem, or unpunished criminals make you
I had always heard about girls trav angry, this movie will upset you. It doesn't
eling who get duped by slick talkers tell necessarily glorify the girls who traffic
ing them all they have to do is "move a drugs, but it does present them in a posi
suitcase." I know young girls fit one of tive, progressive light.
By taking Maria, humanizing her,
the oldest travel profiles in the book -the
dumb chick carrying drugs for her boy giving her a background and a reason to
friend (if I offend anyone with this ste do what she did, and creating a heroine
(excuse the pun) out of her, what else are
reotype, I genuinely apologize).
I remember my post-college Europe we supposed to think? I left Maria Full of
trip, right around the time of that highly Grace a little confused, a little annoyed,
publicized arrest of two girls for hauling mildly impressed by a well-put-together,
drugs. My friend Tracy and I got stopped well-written film, but mostly thinking
in every airport we went to because we about the title - did her story and her ac
looked like two ditzy Americans stupid tions qualify her as being "full of grace?"
Is someone who did nothing ac
enough to carry someone else's luggage.
In the film, all that seemed pretty famil cording to the law in a profession laden
iar. Someone ingesting the drugs was a with violence and dishonesty really "full
whole other ballpark that I just wasn't of grace?" Tough to tell, but, as we say in
prepared to watch.
law school, the argument could be made.
Picture a piece of wrapped saltwa
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Summer 2004,
Part II

his column continues last
issue's examinations of the
summer's important Su
preme Court decisions. Over the early
summer, the Supreme Court issued a
number of deci
sions that scruti
nized existing case
law and further de
tailed aspects of
the First, Fourth,
Fifth, and Sixth
Amendments. The
high court also
crafted a frame
work for the retro
active applicability
in certain interna
tional torts cases.

was initiated before or after exiting the
vehicle.
The defendant unsuccessfully ar
gued that the search of his vehicle was
illegal because he stepped out of his car
and approached an
officer before being
ordered out.

In attempting
to clarify part of
the frequently con
tested Miranda v.
Arizona decision
and its progeny, the
Supreme Court
ruled in United
States v. Patane,
No. 02-1183, that a
voluntary, but selfDAVID MICHAEL MORI IN
T h e
incriminating state
highly controver
ment by a suspect
sial subject of
cannot be sup
internet pornogra
pressed simply be
phy and its association with the First cause of a failure to give Miranda warn
Amendment took center stage in Ashcroft ings.
v. ACLU, No. 03-218.
In language very similar to that of
The Supreme Court upheld the de other cases, a plurality of the Court, per
cision of the Court of Appeals for the Justice Thomas, held that the Miranda rule
Third Circuit, which declared that the is prophylactic and centers on the attempt
Child Online Protection Act (COPA) to preclude the government from compel
likely violated the First Amendment; and ling a criminal defendant to testify against
that enforcement of COPA must conse himself in violation of the Fifth Amend
quently be enjoined. Basing its opinion ment.
on Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, the Court
Before completing Miranda warn
concluded that the government has the ings, the officer in Patane was interrupted
burden of proof concerning the consti by the respondent who said that he knew
tutionality of COPA.
his rights. The respondent, a previously
In particular, the government had convicted felon, then voluntarily revealed
not met its burden to show that the re that he was in the possession of a pistol.
spondents less restrictive alternatives to Such non-testimonial evidence retrieved
COPA would be less effective. One such because of a voluntary statement does not
alternative proposed by the respondents violate the Fifth Amendment.
involved the blocking and filtering of soft
ware.
In fact, the Court suggested that
such an alternative would be even more
Rarely does the Supreme Court di
effective than COPA and would prevent rectly overrule a prior opinion of its own,
the curtailing of the freedom of speech. yet in Crawford v.Washington, No. 02-9410
The 5-4 majority of the Court, per Jus the Court declared its 1980 decision in
tice Kennedy, also expressed great con Ohio v. Roberts to be unconstitutional.
cern over the possibility of a chilling ef
Michael Crawford was convicted of
fect, especially because the potential first-degree assault with a deadly weapon
harms to free speech outweigh the ben primarily because of the trial court's ad
efits of enforcing COPA.
mittance of a previously taped statement
by his wife. At trial, Crawford's wife in
voked her marital privilege, refusing to
testify against her husband. The Court
In Thorton v. United States, No. 03- held that the tape violated Mr. Crawford's
5165, the Court tackled the Fourth rights under the Confrontation Clause of
Amendment issue of whether law en the Sixth Amendment.
forcement officers can conduct warrant
less searches of vehicles even if the ini
tial contact of the officers occurred sub
sequent to the suspect exiting the vehicle.
In another Sixth Amendment deci
Writing for the Court, Chief Jus sion, the Supreme Court held in Blakely
tice Rehnquist stated that New York v. v. W ashington that to increase the length
Belton, 453 U.S. 454, which held that an of a sentence beyond a statutory limit, a
officer can search the passenger compart criminal defendant must either admit such
ment of a vehicle as a contemporaneous exceptional circumstances or a jury must
incident of a lawful arrest, is controlling determine the existence of such circum
law regardless of whether first contact stances beyond a reasonable doubt.
was made before or after a suspect exits
Basing its ruling on Apprendi v. New
a vehicle.
Jersey, the Court, per Justice Scalia, over
The Court partially based its opin turned the petitioner's 90-month sentence
ion on concern for officer safety and pres for kidnapping his wife because the ad
ervation of evidence in the vehicle, while mitted facts of the plea allowed for no
finding no validity in the notion that the more than a 53-month sentence, hence
area within a suspect's general control
See SUPREME COUR T WA TCH
relies on whether or not officer contact
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Section 11
Dan Baeza

to the administration and try to do some
thing about them. All of us are equally
capable of this part of the job-we're all
going to find out what the hell is wrong
with the wireless internet, we're all going
to promise to put more Diet Cherry Coke
in the machines (who the hell drinks
Seagram's anyway?!), we're all going to
set up section email lists and phone di
rectories so that we can organize study
groups and get in touch with each other.
But that's just the high school part.
The law school part can be summed
up with one word: alcohol. People, we're
not just here to study, and I will make
damn sure that we have a great time while
we still can! If you elect me, we're going
to have great bar reviews with excellent
discounts. We're going to have a section
BBQ. If the professors will have it, I'm
going to organize events with them out
side of school (shots with Schooner and
Schaffher? beers with Butler? something
that starts with an 'n' with Noah? you get
the idea...).
So vote for whoever you think is the
most qualified, but remember: there's only
two more years between now and the
mortgage, the kids, responsibility, and life
in the real world. Enjoy them while you
can.

With so many lLs run
ning for SBA (cough Sec
tion 13 cough), it is very
difficult to get a clear pic
ture of what each candi
date stands for. I want to
make my first year of law
school as enjoyable as
possible. Also, I want every one of my
classmates to have the same experience.
However, not everyone shares the same
concept of what is fun. As Senator, not
only would I h elp plan the wide variety
of social events SBA has to offer, but also
vote on issues that are extremely impor
tant to each and every 1L.
It would be my respnsibility to not
only keep Section 11 informed of what
SBA is planning, but also to take surveys
from my classmates and accept feedback
on how the section feels on certain votes.
As a member of student government or
ganizations in both high school and
undergrad, I have gained sufficient expe
rience to be an effective senator.
Although the days of binge drink
ing and all-nighters are over, we can still
balance our first year to still be enjoyable.
Although I cannot impact your study hab Ellen Lin
its, leave all the fun stuff after school to
me. If you vote for me on September 30,
I promise you will have made a very wise
decision.

Kareem Elbayar
So basically by now
you've figured out that
law school is exactly like
high school, except for all
the (legal) drinking. And
just like in high school,
the person you choose to
represent our section is
going to be there to take your complaints

Section 12
Sam Jammal

I have had an amazing
first five weeks at GW. I
had imagined the worst
of law school students:
ultra competitive and
stuffy, instead everyone is
friendly and super help
ful in class. There's a

The 2004 election is the
most important election
of our lifetime. We are
faced with the looming
onset of winter, ever
growing tort assign
ments, the impending
threat of outlines, and the

up for eating out and drinking on the
weekends. We're lucky; we're at one of
the best law schools in the country with
an awesome student body! BUT there
are issues that need to be addressed such
as locker shortages, weak or non-existent
wireless Internet on-campus, and early
Library closing times. As Section 11
Senator, I will work with students, fac
ulty and staff to get these problems fixed,
so we can focus on studying and getting
to know one another better! I'd like to
plan a Section 11 Happy Hour and some
intramural games. We could also have
some opportunities to hang out with our
professors outside of class. Also, admis
sion to Barrister's (GW law school prom)
is usually around $55! We definitely need
to bring that price down! You need a
Senator who is dedicated and willing to
advocate for your issues, and I'm ready
to work all year to solve any problems
you might have. I'm here to listen to you.
I have a lot of experience in leadership
roles for many organizations back in col
lege. I have plenty of ideas for social
events, and I am very familiar with how
to best approach the administration to
help serve the students' needs. You don't
want to read my resume, so I'll just lay it
out for you: If you like my ideas, vote for
me.

and as your Section Senator I will fight
for a safer and secure Section 12.
We will be safer from the terror that
causes our classmates to lose sleep from
insurmountable briefing and LRW work.
We will be secure in the fact that the in
tricate balance between work and play
will be met. No law student will be left
behind.
Be aware that there are those who
want to divide us into legal research and
civil procedure classes. Not me. I want
to unite us as one section. I promise to
do everything to ensure a stronger Sec
tion 12. I guarantee that the humidity
that plagued us this month will be no
more and that by next fall everyone will
have his or her own locker. I will be an
unwavering advocate for the issues that
working law students care about.
The challenges we face are great. I
will never relent in defending Section 12,
whatever it takes. God bless you and God
bless Section 12.

Jackie Chan
Outdoor ice skating.
Kennedy Center con
certs. Breakfast delivered
to early morning classes.
Happy hour sampling.
As law students, no one
thinks we'll have time to
try anything outside of
academics. However,
this is crazy. It's our first year which is
no doubt filled with stress, but also with
fun and possibility.
As senator, my job is representing
you to the school and getting you what
you want. After three years of Student
Council, I have experience with getting
through bureaucracy and accomplishing
our seemingly impossible goals. Whether
you have thoughts on professor accessi
bility or the soda situation, I'll work to
make your opinions heard.
And then there's the fun... Planning
events for several years has given me
plenty of ideas and experience. This past
year, as Vice President of my Senior
Class, I planned events including formal
at Ravens Stadium, 1000 person crab
feast, and "Beer and Baseball" day (brew
ery tour, beer tasting and Camden Yards
tour). As senator, I'd use this experience
to put together events that match your
ideas. In addition, I will email our sec
tion weekly with events and places to
check out. We're only in law school for
three years and we've got to make the
most of our time together. Vote for me
and I will work with enthusiasm and de
pendability to put together a memorable
first year for you.

undergrad at Bucknell University in
Lewisburg, PA and graduated this past
spring. I feel very much like a kid in a
candy store finally being in a city. I love
the bar scene and the fact that there is
such a great variety of things to do all
the time; I don't think I'll ever be bored.
So far, a djusting to law school has been
interesting. For the most part, I am pleas
antly surprised that I have miraculously
developed the necessary good work ethic.
Of course, there is more to law school
than being prepared for class. As the sec
tion 11 senator, I would view my job pri
marily as keeping you sane. In my mind,
there are two ways to accomplish that
goal: keep law school life as problem-free
as possible, and provide as many social
opportunities as we can manage to fit it
to our schedules. I was very involved in
student government at Bucknell, and I
think that my experience there would
serve me well as your SBA senator. I have
a lot of ideas, and I hope to share some
of those with you in the debates on Tues
day. If you have any questions at all,
please let me know! I'm looking forward
to getting to know everyone in the next
year!

great turn-out at Bar Re
view, and I always find people who are

Janet Serafin
Let's be honest, here.
You have to choose one
person to represent your
section on the SBA based
orr a few weeks of class,
a 30 second speech, and
a short newspaper article.
Since I haven't met each
of you already, let me tell
you a little bit about myself. I was born
in Latrobe, PA, home of Rolling Rock
beer and the late Mr. Rogers. I went to

overarching challenge of

first-year success. These are serious times

Michael Kreps
My name is Michael
Kreps, and I want to be
your SBA Senator.
I believe that GW is
the best law school in the
country, and that you are
the brightest future law
yers in all of America .
You have worked hard to get here, and
now you want your law school experience
to act as a bridge to the future while at
the same not killing your social life. You
need a representative who can do that for
you.
If e lected, I will work diligently to
make sure that your three years at GW
are some of the best years of your life.
That means more section social events,
better communication between you and
the school, and exciting ways for every

one to get involved and make a difference.
I want to forge the bonds of friendship
and trust within our section that will serve
us well for the next three years and be
yond.
Your cares and concerns are impor
tant to me, so I am always available to
listen to your problems, hear your sug
gestion, or just to chat.
On Election Day, make the right
choice and vote for Michael Kreps as your
SBA Senator.
Karen Morgan
As many of you already
know, we're currently
scheduled to have an 8:55
am class three days a
week next semester; my
first goal as Senator
would be to move that
class to another time. I
can't make any promises,
but I will put as much effort as humanly
possible into this, because sleep is very
close to my heart. That extra hour in the
morning could easily make the difference
between understanding Constitutional
Law and falling asleep while playing
FreeCell. I will approach the professor,
the administration, and whoever else is
necessary in order to start our days later.
On behalf of Section 12, I will proudly
carry the message that we don't want class
at 8:55!
After I make sure that we don't have
to wake up insanely early every morning,
I want to plan more evening social events
for our section in order to promote Sec
tion 12 bonding. In particular, I plan on
holding a party the mght of our first mid
term; if other sections are interested, I'd

ideally lilce to have a har crawl in T-ntrcrv

Bottom, where each section sponsors an

hour at a different bar.
In addition, I'd like to plan other
events for our section, including happy
hours with our professors, trips to local
sporting events, and a night of beer
Olympics. I'm also open to any other ideas
you have, so please feel free to share them
with me! Just because we're in law school
doesn't mean we can't have copious
amounts of fun.
Adam Shapiro
Whats up Section 12?
I'm the kid that wears the
Red Sox hat and talks in
class everyday. I'm 22,
originally from Boston,
and graduated from the
University of Wisconsin
(GO BADGERS).Here
are three reasons why I
believe that I could provide you with su
perior representation in the SBA:
First is my boyish good looks . . .
seriously, I have a lot of experience do
ing this type of stuff. I hate to even bring
up stuff that happened back when I had
a full head of hair, but here goes noth
ing. While I was in high school, I served
on my Class Executive Board all four
years and was responsible for innovations
such as" Free Food Fridays, an outside
Graduation Ceremony, and bringing in
exchange students to augment our piti
fully low coffers. While I was at UW, I
served as the exchequer for my fraternity
and oversaw a large budget that was used
entirely on beer (actually that's not true,
we bought hard alcohol occasionally).
Secondly, whether I'm in Contracts
and disagree with Maggs, in a bar with a
girl I d on't know or in a student govern
ment meeting, I have never had problem
speaking my mind and attempting to per
suade others. The Section 12 Senator
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must speak his mind so the needs and
wants of Section 12 will be met.
Lastly, I'm fiercely loyal. No mat
ter what, I will always love the Sox, my
friends, and the Real World / Road Rules
Challenge. In the near future (once I
know everyone) Section 12 will be added
to that illustrious list. This means that I
will stop at nothing to do what I think is
best for our section.
Well hopefully I convinced you that
I am the man for the job, but if not, no
hard feelings (as long as you aren't a Yan
kees fan).

Section 13
Adam Booken
My name is Adam Booken
and you may not know me.
It's OK, because I may not
know you either. But I'd
like to. I'd like to so much
that I want to represent
you. While most of you
guys are thinking up in
triguing hypotheticals in Torts, I'm think
ing about how this section can be better.
When I look around I see potential; po
tential to have the smartest, friendliest,
best-looking section in GW history. I
want to lead us to this lofty goal. To reach
this goal we will have happy hours on the
13th of every month in addition to ex
panding Thirsty Thursday to Thirsty
Weeks. My competitors are satisfied with
the status quo, however I know that we
can do better. This is the most important
election in our lifetime so make your vote
count by choosing BOOKEN on election
day.
Richard Brand
My name is Richard

Brand and I a m running
for 1L Senator represent
ing Section 13 in the Stu
dent Bar Association, be
cause I want to improve
the quality of life at the
law school for all of us.
While I was a city hall reporter and later
an international affairs correspondent at
The Miami Herald, I worked tirelessly to
hold elected leaders accountable to their
constituents and to document the lives of
ordinary people. Those experiences have
fostered my passion for community ac
tivism which will be applied to my advo
cacy for our section. I have had the op
portunity and pleasure to meet many of
my new classmates and look forward to
meeting more of you in the weeks to
come. Once again, I am Richard Brand,
and I am seeking your vote for 1L Sena
tor representing Section 13.
Nick Caggia
I was hoping to use this
space to say something
funny and self-effacing,
but I'm just not that
clever. So, instead, I'll
just tell you who I am
and why I'm running for
this seat.
My name is Nick
Caggia and I'm originally from New Jer
sey. After getting my undergraduate de
gree from Seton Hall University in 1993,
I moved to D.C. to get my Master's De
gree at GWU. Since that time, I've been
working for political organizations, non
profit trade associations, and a retail
chain. As each year passed, I wondered
about going back to law school. Ten years
later, here I am.
After waiting so long to come back
to school, I wanted to be sure that I made
the most of the experience. To me, that

means not only doing the best I can in
my classes, but also contributing the most
I can to the school and my classmates,
particularly those in my first-year section.
Being elected to this seat would be a great
start—it definitely won't be the end.
Jen Green

Christopher Sharp
First, a little about me: I
grew up in the Philadel
phia area, attended the
College of William and
Mary, and spent two
years working as a para
legal in New York.
There are three rea
sons that I am eager to
serve as your Senator. First, I am very
excited to be here at GW Law. Serving in
the SBA will give me an outlet for this
enthusiasm: I want to ensure that we as a
1L class incorporate ourselves well into
this community.
Secondly, I have really enjoyed get
ting to know my fellow section members.
(I love you guys! I'm not afraid to say it.)
As your Senator, I will make sure that
your needs are cared for: I will always be
available if you need help with a bureau
cratic matter, and I will take the lead in
organizing events especially for our sec
tion.
Finally, the most important reason
I want to represent you is because I be
lieve that, even though we are here to
learn and make the most of this amazing
educational opportunity, we can still have
a blast doing it. As your voice in the SBA,
I will always work to make sure we have
many ridiculously fun ways to blow off
steam.
Thank you for considering me.
Holla back!

Leadership, ambition,
dedication, creativity,
motivation, enthusiasm.
These are all qualities
that make good law stu
dents. They are also
qualities that make good
section representatives,
which makes the decision
both very difficult and very easy. What is
difficult is figuring out what distinguishes
us, so here we are, writing a few hundred
words to be published so that everyone
can figure out who to vote for. But short
of a spelling mistake, really bad photo,
or outright declaration of insincerity, is
there really anything here on which you
should base your decision? I'm refrain
ing from t he introductory "stuff" because
I don't want that to be what you base your
decision on. I want to be the section 13
representative; I want to get to know you
and hear your ideas, I want to be some
one you can approach with concerns or
problems, and I want to be a part of the
evolutionary process to make law school
an experience that doesn't just produce
legal thinkers or legal experts, but law
yers who are active in their communities
and who foster thinking in new ways Stanford Swinton
My name is Stanford
about the world, and who, on occasion,
Swinton. I grew up in
can have a little fun. Before you vote, stop
Virginia, graduated in In
me in the halls, pull up along side the table
ternational Studies from
I'm studying at or block my exit after class
B.Y.U, and now I am a
and let me know what's going on. Repre
proud Colonial 1L.
sentation should be a relationship- about
I would like to take
exchange and communication, and to
this opportunity to share
gether we can make it happen. I'm look
with you my goals if
ing forward to getting to know all of you.
elected. I have come up with an acro
nym for these goals using my nickname
Mark Knights
S.T.A.N..
What's up Section 13?
Stay Informed. I am dedicated to
Most of y'all prob
keeping
you informed of the issues which
ably don't know me, and
come
the
SBA's way so that you can get
if you do, it's probably be
your
piece
in the campus community. If
cause I volunteer an an
you
elect
me
you will start getting regu
swer in almost every
lar
emails
with
minutes from meetings
class, and end up being
and
reminders
about
social and extracur
wrong about half of the
ricular
events.
You
will
also get monthly
time. You may or may not have seen me
calendars
in
your
mailboxes.
at a Bar Review; chances are you haven't,
Take it on together. This first year
because most of the time, I can't scrape
is
like
a study abroad studying a foreign
together enough leftover change from my
language.
In this unknown universe we
loan money to pay for a beer.
must
help
each
other succeed. Our sec
Why vote for me for Section 13
tion
can
fill
the
top spots at GW Law if
senator? I'm diligent, assiduous, indus
we
are
committed
to this principle.
trious, and yes, I do know that all three
Ask
and
receive.
I know that when
of those words mean the same thing.
you
ask
yourselves
"I
wonder
why there
Though I won't tell you that if you vote
for my opponents, you may be more sus aren't enough lockers to go around?" that
ceptible to terrorist violence, and I'm not you would appreciate a logical answer to
going to try to sell you the idea that there those questions. I promise to do that.
Nemo debet ex alien jactur
are "two Law Schools, one for the rich
and one for the poor," I am the son of a lucrar (No one ought to gain by
construction worker, if that wins me any another's loss). I u nderstand that I will
be gaining your trust and that with that
liberal votes.
Also, it turns out that even though investment you should benefit. I will rep
Section 13 has nearly twice as many stu resent the diversity that is Section 13 be
dents as the other 1L sections, we still only fore my own interests and I will ensure
get one senator - meaning that your vote that you get the most from the SBA.
is effectively only half as important as
those of other lLs. The only way to
counter your disenffanchisement? Vote
for someone who listens twice as hard Neil Chilson
and speaks up twice as loud (if you didn't
I have just been informed
already see where I was going with this,
that I dress like every
yes, that person is me).
white hipster boy in
NYC. At first I was a
little insulted; no one
likes being reduced to a
fashion formula. Then I

Section 14

realized that formulas are a useful way
to convey a lot of complicated informa
tion in a condensed format - which is
exactly what this blurb is supposed to do.
So, after countless half-hours of introspec
tion, I've distilled my personality into the
following equation:
Upstate NY + big family - "real"
school + computer science + Arkansas beer + mountain bike + Beck + banking
software + hiphop + UIUC + beer +
Master's degree + copyright activism +
neilchilson.com = the perfect section 14
representative.
Now comes the (other) boring part
where I tell you why I am the perfect sec
tion 14 representative.
The primary duty of a 1L section
rep, as described to us candidates by the
SBA Election Committee, is to listen to
your concerns and bring them before the
Board. According to them, if you think
the water fountains need repair (they do),
talk to the section rep. If your locker shelf
sucks (and it only cost $12!), talk to the
section rep. If you'd like a reliable wire
less network (please, god!), talk to the
section rep. If you want unconditional
love, talk to your mother. But for anything
else, talk to your section rep.
So vote for the guy in the cowboy
shirt. I'll represent.
Tiffany Joslyn
Hi! I'm Tiffany Joslyn.
Born and raised in Mas
sachusetts, I graduated
from Clark University
this May, and yes, I still
have my Baahston ac
cent! At Clark I studied
government and worked
on many student organizations. Here at
GW I plan to study criminal and civil
rights law.
And on to the important stuff ...
why I want to be your section senator!
The main reason is to get to know you
better and work on your ideas and con
cerns. I understand that listening to our
peers and voicing our concerns is the es
sence of being an SBA Senator.
Now let me tell you about some of
my ideas. First, there are two things that
could have made the 1L arrival easier.
Primarily, getting more lockers for the
students! Also, GW's bookstore needs to
keep up with the competition and set up
a book credit plan for students waiting
for refund checks. Next, supplying the
kitchens with disposable cups and uten
sils, and cleaning the microwaves, would
certainly smooth daily life. And regard
ing our basic need of thirst; we need stu
dent input on bar review, section social
events, and a way for people with like
interests to get together.
Your ideas are my ideas. With your
confidence, support and constructive
criticism as SBA Senator, together we can
make this year wicked awesome!
David Kim
______ I a m running to be your
SBA senator because I
want to have fun this year.
Yes, my idea of fun is sit
ting in a 90-minute sen
ate meeting on Tuesday
nights - I have always
enjoyed being active in
extracurricular activities.
As a result, I bring extensive experience
with student governments; namely, I
served as the vice president of my
college's student council after being a rep
resentative for three years. With your vote,
I can continue my involvement with stu
dent governments here at GW. My pri
mary mission, as section senator, is to
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aptly represent the attitudes, concerns,
and beliefs of Section 14 at senate meet
ings. My secondary mission, however, is
just as important, and that is to facilitate
a friendly atmosphere within our section.
My credo is that there is more to law
school than grades (I hope I'm right. If
not, that's a horrible credo). As much
pleasure as I get from "fix your clock"
and reading other humorous cases, expe
riences with my fellow classmates outside
the classroom are what I value most. I
have some great ideas for our section, but
am always open to more. As senator, I
would like to work not for you, but with
you. If you want a senator who believes
that a first year of law school can be fun,
follow Banzhaf's train and "choo-choochoose" me to be your senator.
Christopher Mooney
Greetings Section 14! I
am running for Section
Senator in the SBA be
cause I feel it is a fantas
tic opportunity to use my
experience in helping and
leading others to effec
tively represent our sec
tion in student govern
ment.
As an undergraduate at the College
of William & Mary in Virginia, I worked
extensively with the Student Alumni Li
aison Council, where I served as a liai
son between students at the College and
alumni around the country. In this posi
tion, I helped coordinate many social
events and assisted students in reaching
out to alumni for personal and profes
sional advice. I see myself serving a simi
lar role as a SBA Senator. I will be avail
able to you all should any school-related
questions or problems arise, and I will

work in a timely fashion to get these is
sues resolved. If I don't personally have
the answer, you can trust that I will seek
out the appropriate people for resolution
on the matter.
The SBA is also about having fun,
and it is my objective to make sure that
we do. I will be in frequent contact with
everyone in the section regarding social
events sponsored by the SBA, and I will
be open to any suggestions you might
have regarding possible section activities
- happy hours, museum or monument vis
its, and frolicking in the park, for ex
ample. We are all very busy, but I'm hop
ing we can occasionally bond as a group
outside of class.
In short, I am here to work for you,
and I ask only for your vote in return.
On that note, I will have to put an estop
to this. Thank you for your time.

Section 21
Laura Bourgeois
I'm excited to run, and
hopefully become, your
next SBA Senator repre
senting our section. It's
extremely important that
we choose our represen
tative wisely. This person
will be the voice of the in
coming evening division and will stand
firm to ensure that we're heard. This per
son will broaden the lines of communi
cation within our class, and between our
class and the rest of the Law School. I
truly feel that I am this person. I can re
late to what the majority of the class is
going through and I think this gives me a
great perspective. We all have various
daily activities ranging from work, to
families, to membership in other organi
zations, to football games. Regardless of
our diverse individual time demands, we

all have to study, and we all need time to
unwind occasionally. No one ever said
this would not be stressful, but no one ever
said it could not be enjoyable as well. This
is supposedly the most important year of
our law school experience. With your
help, I would like to make certain that
we all get as much out of it as we can
and that we have a strong voice while we
are doing it. We have a cohesive group
and that will undoubtedly make it easier
for me to accomplish things on your be
half and be a constructive member of the
SBA as the Senator of Section 21!

and law school community. If chosen as
your senator, I will be a dedicated voice
of the day division students.
If you would like to learn more
about my experience, please feel free to
contact me or run a Google search with
my name (there are at least 11 links that
will help)!

up between West Africa, the United King
dom and France. I went to high school in
England and France, attended the Uni
versity of Leeds and Strasbourg Univer
sity in France. I currently hold an LL.B.,
the Legal Practice Course and a French
law degree. Prior to commencing the
LL.M. program, I spent almost 4 years
working at Shearman & Sterling LLP in
Justin Copeland
the firm's Paris offices.
I have three purple hearts
While my roots are particularly in
and didn't have to shoot ternational, after the program I am hop
myself in the foot to get ing to continue living and practicing here,
them. And like President as such I can relate to all of the concerns
Bush I have never served and apprehensions of the domestic
in
the National Guard. LL.M. students as well as any other.
Michelle Rosenthal
I am of the opinion that the voice
While
in college I once
In case we haven't met,
of
LL.M.
students must be heard to en
smoked
marijuana
but
my name is Michelle
sure
that
their
needs and desires are fully
did
not
inhale.
However,
Rosenthal.
For the
it
no
longer
matters
because
I
am
now
a
contemplated
in
each and every decision
record, Laura and I both
of
the
SBA.
I
can
more than amply pro
born-again
Christian,
just
ask
Reverend
decided to spare everyone
vide
that
voice.
Jerry
Falwell,
he
will
vouch
for
me.
I've
the elementary school
While I encourage you to approach
flashbacks and refrain been endorsed by Swift Boat Vets for
Truth
and
MoveOn.org
because
I
am
a
me
with
any projects you might want to
from hanging up fluores
pursue,
here
are a few that, after having
uniter
not
a
divider.
I
promise
to
run
a
cent signs in the hallways
spoken
to
fellow
students, I feel are of
clean
campaign
(and
mention
nothing
that promise what we would do if elected
importance:
about
my
inexperienced
1L
opponent).
(like no more exams and chocolate milk
1. Fairer class allocation & regis
Remember, when you vote for inexperi
in the water fountains).
tration for LL.M. students (whether do
ence
the
terrorists
win.
I
will
be
strong
In all seriousness, when I heard
mestic or foreign);
about this opportunity to represent our on terror and strong on crime. Fair and
2. Appropriate allocation of funds
balanced,
always.
So
please,
don't
hate
section within the SBA, I knew it was
for LL.M. based committees; and
America
and
don't
hate
GW,
vote
for
a
something I could not pass up. It is so
3. Increased exposure of LL.M.
important, even with our busy schedules, true patriot - Justin Copeland - Day Sena
tor '04.
students to the job market through recep
that our section has a voice within the
tions and "meet-and-greets".
law school. We have so many resources
I can often be found around the
THIS AD PAID FOR BY THE
and opportunities at our fingertips, and I
Law school and am more than happy to
SWIFT BOAT VETS FOR TRUTH
would be honored to help bring them to
discuss any of your concerns. I can also
you.
promise that any suggestions voiced to
There is so much that we all have
me will be listened to and consistently
in common, but so much that we can
brought to the attention of and addressed
learn from each other. Each section's SBA
by the SBA.
senator will not only be a voice within
the SBA, but he or she will work within

each section to plan social events, out
reach within the community and events
with other 1L sections. Law school
doesn't just have to be about reading, ex
ams and ICW exercises. (Although, those
ICW exercises are lots of fun.) I would
love to plan events that give us all a chance
to get to know each other better inside
and outside of the classroom.
Regardless of the outcome of this
election, I truly hope that I will get to meet
all of you over the next few months. Oh,
and by the way, if elected, I promise to
put BEER in all of the water fountains
of the law school. (Chocolate milk is
highly over-rated.)

Senator:
Day Division
Carly Grey
I am going to start
off by letting you know
that I am not going to pre
tend to be something that
I am not, namely funny
(at least not in an inten
tional kind of way). So
if you are reading this in
hopes of finding the evereluding punch line, you can stop reading
now and just remfcmber to vote for me.
I graduated from John Carroll Uni
versity in Ohio. While there I gained ex
perience through many extracurricular
activities where I was able to work in team
situations, leadership roles, and represen
tative positions.
One of the important things about
this position is that it is new. Because of
this, I hope to set a high standard for what
is expected of future Day Division Sena
tors. I hope to ensure that the position
does not become a mere resume builder,
but a constructive addition to the SBA

Senator:
LL.M.
Iain Duke-Richardet

Can I "really" represent
you? Yes. The dynamic
and multicultural charac
teristics needed to appro
priately represent both the
domestic and the foreign
LL.M. students attending
GWU Law can be found
no better elsewhere than here!
I was born in Kathmandu and grew

Together, let's make this program

even better than it is today. Come by and

vote for me next Wednesday!
The following candidates for LL.M.
Senator did not submit statements:
* Alexander M. Bashir
* Caleb Bendix
* Kerry A. Carlson

Advertise in the
Nota Bene
Advertising Rates
1/8 Page (20 square inches)..

$75

1/4 Page (40 square inches)... $125
1/2 Page (80 square inches)... $200
Full Page (160 square inches)..$300
We offer discounts for multiple-issue commit
ments and to student groups. Contact us at
NotaBene@law.gwu.edu for our publishing
schedule.
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Our Lips are Sealed?
Being a "good listener" has always
been one of my best qualities. And it's
served me very well: simply by shutting
up every once in a while (and, okay, be
ing a little bit nosy), I've learned some
incredibly interesting things.
Perhaps it's this quality that has
made so many different people willing
spill secrets to me lately. Then again,
maybe it's just the pitchers of beer. What
ever the case, from fetishes to crushes,
new hook ups to old hook ups, from
cheating and lying, to stealing and drug
use, I've heard it all. And now I'm going
to tell it all to you.
Kidding. After all, I swore that I
wouldn't tell anyone or that what I heard
would stay between me and the confessee.
And despite the fact that these promises
had no consideration and were therefore
illusory contracts, I'll keep my word.
Well, okay, I'm not that noble. I just don't
want the dirt I spilled about me getting
out.
Although I've said it at least a thou
sand times, the following bears mention
again: law school is high school (or
middle school, for that matter) revisited.
And if you'll recall those painful years,
you'll remember that the most interest
ing things to talk about were who liked/
was sleeping with/was obsessively stalk
ing whom, who was the hottest chick in
the class, who smoked up at Suzie's party
last weekend, etc.. More simply put, ev

eryone wanted to know everyone else's say that if I had such a list, it's definitely
business...the good, the bad, and espe currently blank thanks to recent conver
cially the ugly.
sations.
Even the Federal Rules of Evidence
The same is true here. Law is in
triguing and all, and certainly irrelevant, permit gossip ("reputation or opinion"
off topic points about particular cases can evidence) during trial as a means of prov
be examined ad nauseum for hours on ing character. It's an exception to the
end (just ask your favorite gunner). But, hearsay rule, which goes to show how im
let's face it, sometimes that all gets a bit portant it must be because hearsay has so
boring, or at least sometimes our brains few exceptions. At least it proves that the
wise Rules drafters
need a bit of a break,
certainly
believe that
and nothing is more
other people's opin
mindless than exam
ions of us can matter.
ining the trials and
You may want to
tribulations of our
consider that before
peers.
you burst into hyster
Sure, it's easy
ics over a cover
to take the moral
charge at Bar Review.
high ground and de
I mean, everyone
mean gossip and
knows that the only
nosy parkers. After
SARAH HE NSLEY
Law School event
all, gossip is often
where it is appropri
cruel, and it's never
ate to burst into hys
fun to find yourself
terics is Barrister's
the subject of a nasty
rumor (or three). But it's really not all Ball. But I digress.
Some aspects of high school will
that pernicious. It can be rather infor
mative. You may figure out that you are disappear when we graduate. With any
not, in fact, the only person who made luck, for instance, we'll never have to use
the mistake of hooking up with several a locker again (except at the gym). But
Law School types (including your sec others, namely our desire to know the
tion-mates). Actually, if you get enough juicy details of our colleagues' lives, will
details, you may also be able to shorten never change. Affairs, promotions, demo
your "list" (of guys you want tions, and after hours office trysts will be
to.. .kiss.. .before graduating). Let's just the only breaks in the monotony of docu

Sexless In The City

ment production or whatever other
unintellectually stimulating first year as
sociate task we find ourselves faced with.
In the meantime, you might as well
just figure that if you do hook up with
someone at the Law School, then
everyone's going to know about it. After
all, it takes two (at least) to hook up. Even
if you keep mum about the whole experi
ence, chances are he won't. And even if
he only tells two people, they'll tell two
people, and before you know it, it's posted
on the portal or that blackboard in Lerner.
And you can be sure that the other guy
you liked in your section will be the first
person to hear.
What can you do to prevent this?
Well you could avoid law school students
and events where you may be prone to
hook up with them like the plague. But
if being anti-social just ain't your thing,
you can at least be discreet. This means,
for example, not talking about your sexual
escapades in the lounges. You may think
you're whispering or that everyone else
is too busy studying to pay you any
attention...but you'd be wrong.
Finally, take comfort in the fact that
most people know which rumors should
be spread and which should not. Unless
you're extremely unlucky or extremely
anti-social, you will make a few trustwor
thy friends here. Save your deepest, dark
est, secrets for them, and when you tell
them, tell them at home.

Slaying tlie REAL law school dragon
Here is a l esson for all of the new
students here. This is a free one, too. This
is one of those lessons you didn't get in
your books about law school like 'One L'
or that 'Slaying the Dragon' thing they
put out. I should charge for this lesson
because it's like I'm breaking some code
or some unwritten rule. I may get jumped
some night on my way to the Metro
thanks to this. This is a lesson that no
one in law school ever mentioned to me
- and it's probably a good thing they
didn't.
This lesson was one of those things
that are like a legend in the law school.
It is passed down from the first law stu
dent to the next class of 2Ls and 3Ls. It
never makes it down to the lLs, but it
should. Oh, if it did, the whole system
as we know it could be thrown into chaos.
Chaos, I say.
It's a lesson that took me a semes
ter to understand and year to appreciate.
Get out your laptops and type
this one in big bold letters. If you can,
highlight or use those Post-It note arrow
things. You know what I mean. Just
don't forget it. It's like gold, I tell you.
Here's the lesson for you. I'll only
say this once.
When in doubt: Pass.
I looked around the room and felt my
stomach begin to tighten up. It felt like t he
time I was in Mexico and thought, "They
drink the water all the time; I'm sure it won't
kill me." I made a mistake that day. It wound
up being the kind of mistake that meant 72
hours confined to a 10foot radius of t he hotel
bathroom.
Those aren't good kinds of mistake, I
say.
I just hoped today wasn't the same type
of mistake.
A ten foot radius is punishmentfrom the
Mexico gods, I say.

This wasn't my first time, but it was
the first time when my letter in the alphabet
was "on deck." I just wasn'tsure what to think
about it. I was warned...I should have
known ...But what are the odds, right? What
the hell was I getting myself into?
I

night. Why did thegame have togo into over
time? Stupid kickercan't kick straight. D amn
you, kicker. D amn you, John Maddenfor your
blundering commentary. Damn you, stupid
game I love so much!!!
She knew I hadn't read too. It was like
G o d
granted
her the
power to
scan the
crowd
a n d
k n o w
w h o
wasn't
p r e pared. It
was a
gift to her
and a
curse for
me. She
could see
the fear
on my
face right
before
s h e
ERIC KOESTER
looked
over the
class list.
I knew
barely knew who had written the damn opin she smelled the blood in the water and wascir
ion.
cling around me, this defenseless little swim
Okay, it was true: I'd barely read. By mer. She was looking for blood. I was the
barely, I mean I'd opened the book for five min main dish tonight.
utes. By five minutes, I meant two. Fine, 90
My palms were sweaty, my mouth was
seconds. Some might say I'd skimmed - dry, and my breath stun k. The breath part
skimmed the headings, but that wasit. I knew was probably due t o the hot dog I'd recently
there was a 'III' and a 'C.' I couldguess what eaten from the Cart Lady. Damn you, Cart
page numbers they were on. I knew what class Lady for this breath I'm stuck w ith. Damn
this was too, but that's it. I couldn'tfake my you for your tasty pretzels with lukewarm
way out of a paper bag, let alone a little cheese. Sorry, just had to get that out.
Socratic action. I was downright screwed.
Then, it happened.
I blamed it on the football game last
"Mr. Koester. W ould you liketo tell the

Badgering the Witness

class your thoughts on the case I assigned for
today?"
Oh no. I was right. She knew. She
knew about my ignorance and wanted to point
it out to the whole class. A tear welled up in
my left eye. Why just the left eye? Perhaps it
was a natural response. I'm just not sure.
Damn you lefteye. It was on. I could just tell
that she thought I was a terrible person - she
got that just from looking at me and my left
eye.
I looked around the room. This pause
was making everyone uncomfortable.
I'd heard a rumor about the power of
that word, but I'd neverseen it used in person.
Someone was said it was magic - the Red Sea
parting type of magic power. I couldn't do it.
I didn't know how to do it and it would be
the
curse of me. Maybe I could fake it. Perhaps
those 90 seconds of reading th e headings of
the case, were just enough to keep me from the
guillotine. It could be... who was I kidding?
I couldn't even tell you who was suing who...
did I really expect to not look like an idiot?
In that minute, I made up my mind. I
was going to try it. I was going to summon
the power of every unprepared law student and
doit. Now was the time. Now was the place.
Now...
"Uh, can I pass?"
She looked into my unprepared eyes with
a venomous look and said, "S ure. Next time
just talk to me ahead of time. How about you,
Mr. Cooper?"
That was it. Wow. I'd said it. Whew.
Done. It had worked. I'd passed. I'd con
quered it. Everyone in the room looked at me
like I was a hero. No one believed it existed,
but with onefell swoop, I'd brought that dream
into reality. I'd slayed that dragon. Used my
sword - The Pass - and slayed that bastard.
It does exist. It's not just legend.
I've seen it - seen it with my own two
eyes. Maybe some day I'll tell you about
Mexico too. Or I'll just pass.
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Law Students in Love
Dear Ally,
the lovey-dovey eyes, you may want to
First, I d like to say that your col- give them a heads up as to some of his
umn has been a shining light in an other- less desirable qualities. I hope that helps,
wise sea of darkness in my first few weeks
here. Now, on a more solemn note, I am
***
having major 1L drama here in Section
13Dear Ally,
See, there is this extremely attracThere is a really cute girl in my sective young man who sits in front of me tion and I want to ask her out. There is
in Torts. I happened to run into him at definitely some chemistry between us, so
the second Bar Review, you know the one I think she would be up for it. The only
at Madhatter's where
thing that is keeping
you couldn't help but
me from asking her is
run into everyone. We
ALLY, 2L OR ACLE
the fact that I've heard
started talking and it
j « Fvfi//7#VfC It A11 from several People
soon became apparent
S1U that it-s a bad idea to
that the status of his redate within the seclationship with his girltion. What do you think?
friend from undergrad was no longer an
issue, at least for that night.
-Hopeless Romantic
Long story short omitting any tan
talizing details that I can offer you in a
separate email, I recently discovered that Dear Hopeless Romantic,
I became infected with gonorrhea.
I have a confession to make. I had
I was a virgin until now, so I know a brief intra-section romance during my
the origin of this pestilence. Now I am first year. It was fantastic! So, I'm inclined
not sure how to approach the subject with to tell you to just go for it with your lady
him. I have finally put aside my anger for friend. I'll refrain from doing so, however,
the subjection to that cotton swab and since there are several things you should
subsequent injections. I am more con- consider before you take the plunge,
cemed for his health and that of any other
First, remember that people often
lLs who should fall prey to this lothario. compare law school to high school. They
What course of action do you recom- do this not just because you're in class
mend?
with the same people all year and because
you have lockers, but also because people
—Anxiously Awaiting Your Re- tend to gossip a lot\ O f course, the most
sponse
interesting things to gossip about are the
Dear Anxiously,

same things that interested us in high
school—girls, boys, relationships.

People always say that you never
People are always wondering what's
forget your first time. In your case, that's going on between the two people who left
probably not a good thing. But, alas, Bar Review together, or the two who were
what's done is done.
caught eating lunch at Baja Fresh. This
Although one's first sexual encoun- constant buzz surrounding a new, develter is usually not the best, contracting an oping relationship can put pressure on the
STD as a result
couple and
of it does not
could ultireally generate
„
matelyleadto
that
warm,
Your deep concern for your
its demise So

Take Two: Lawyer Jokes
and Legal Advice

W

hen I was applying to new wife/cousin couple, the awkward
law school, most of the ness in planning Thanksgiving this year,
people I encountered and how glad he is that they never man
seemed thrilled about it—there was some aged to have children. Luckily, my stop
thing inherently exciting about the idea was announced right after he asked for
of being a law student.
the best wav to get out of
Only a few people made
paying alimony.
the natural mental leap
There's something
and realized that I
incredibly uncomfort
would also eventually be
able about someone ask
a lawyer; they all then
ing you for legal advice
tried to discourage me
when you don't even
from my choice of
know their name. In
graduate programs. For
fact, there's something
some reason, most
uncomfortable about
KAREN MORGAN
people don't like lawyers
anyone asking for legal
very much.
advice at this point, since
Now that we've
it feels like I've only been
been immersed in law
a law student for a heart
school for a few weeks, more and more beat.
people in the outside world will start
It's difficult to explain to a random
thinking of us as lawyers. Although we person that you really don't know any
may understand that we'd never be able thing about alimony, how to sue your in
to function in a courtroom or a law of surance company, or what to do when
fice yet, the rest of the world doesn't seem you catch your landlord having sex in
to realize that. Therefore, we all need to your foyer. Although we may have been
be prepared for two things—dumb law in law school for a few weeks, we're not
yer jokes and the random solicitation of lawyers yet . . . and even when we are
legal advice.
lawyers, we won't be able to answer ev
The dumb lawyer jokes seem to be ery possible legal question presented to
everywhere lately. A few times a week a us.
friend from my undergraduate school,
The combination of lawyer jokes
particularly people who are now medical and the need for advice has made me re
students, will send me a lawyer joke.
alize something important about my fu
When I meet new people, countless ture career—the world has a love-hate
conversations have ended after 1 said I relationship with lawyers. Although a!-

Alice in 1L Land

was a law student and the other person

replied, "Hey, I just heard this great lawyer joke!" That's my cue to zone out,
politely laugh, and walk away as soon as
possible.
My personal favorite of the on
slaught of the lawyer jokes came from a
friend who was born in New Jersey. Be
ing a blonde from New Jersey, she's used
to being made fun of, and I think me be
coming a l aw student is the first chance
fuzzy feeling
section stud is very admirable
if you two she's had to use a plethora of jokes on
that tends to
considering the fact that he left
®tart datms> someone else. A few days ago, she sent
arise
when
.
keep it as me this joke:
some people
you with such an unpleasant
quiet as posQ. Why does California have the
siblemost lawyers of any state, and New Jer
recount their
parting gift."
story. It's defiThe sec- sey, the most toxic waste dumps?
nitely not what
ond thing to
A. New Jersey got to choose first.
you see on TV or in the movies, but, then consider is what will happen if you break
As strange as it may seem, I don't
again, sex rarely is.
up. It's difficult to imagine how and if particularly like being compared to toxic
Your deep concern for your section things will end when they haven't even waste, pond scum, or a vulture. Although
stud is very admirable considering the fact begun, but it's important to determine some lawyer jokes are funny, they get
that he left you with such an unpleasant how well the two of you will be able to annoying fast.
parting gift. Luckily, your man was in- handle the worst case scenario,
Sometimes it's hard to juxtapose the
fected with a curable disease and you
Keep in mind you'll have to see this amount people make fun of us for being
were able to get it taken care of quickly, person almost every day for the rest of in the legal profession with the number
You're correct, though, in being worried the year. She will be in class when you're of times people solicit us for advice on
about other potential victims of this se- getting called by a professor. She may be legal issues.
ducer.
at bar reviews or sitting in the lounge with
The solicitations for legal advice
Honestly, I'm not really sure why mutual friends. She may also be in your are probably the only thing worse than
you're having such reservations about classroom during exams. If your break- the lawyer jokes. Last Wednesday I was
confronting him. I would be really mad up is not amicable, this may cause some on the Metro, and since the itwas over
and would have no qualms about telling major problems and be a huge distraction, crowded, as it usually is on a weekday
him what a wanker he is for either: a)
Despite these words of caution, I evening, I had to share a seat with a
foolishly not getting tested, or, worse yet, still wouldn't discourage intra-section stranger.
He was in his thirties, sporting a
b) not telling you that he has gonorrhea, romances. It's likely that if you're both
Even if you're kind enough to put aside in law school, you'll have a few things in boring brown suit, brown hair, a white
your feelings of anger toward him, you common and it could turn out to be a re- shirt, and a blue tie. He was pretty much
should do it for the other people gonor- ally terrific match. There were several the ideal, non-descript stranger to share
rhea guy may sleep with.
people in my section who did not heed a seat with at the end of a long day.
However, unlike most random
So, my advice is, after Torts one day any warnings regarding intra-section reask if he has a few minutes to talk. Then, lationships and they're still together and strangers on the Metro, this person de
cided to start talking to me. Four stops
tell him what happened after your night really happy.
of passion. If he refuses to believe that
So, just think about it before you later, I had heard more than I ever wanted
he infected you and refuses to get tested, ask her out. Maybe get to know her a bit to about this guy's life, including how his
I guess there's not much else you can do better to make sure you two are compat- wife ran off with his cousin.
I was privileged to hear about how
for him.
ible. If you decide you are, good luck!
the rest of his family is dealing with the
But, if you catch anyone giving him

most everyone will need a lawyer at some

point, even if it's just to help buy a house,
no one really likes lawyers.
Therefore, we'll often either be
mocked for our choice in profession, or
sought out for our advice. If you get sick
of it, just move to California—I hear it's
a lawyer's paradise out there.

SUPREME COURT
WA TCH from page 6.
violating the petitioner's fundamental
right to a jury trial.

In a compelling case stemming
from the Nazi invasion of Austria in
1938, the Court, in Republic of Austria v.
Altmann, No. 03-13, issued a narrow de
cision stating that the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act (FSLA) retroactively ap
plies to conduct that occurred before its
establishment in 1976.
Because of the Nazi invasion, a
Jewish widower was forced to leave all
of his possessions behind, including six
paintings of now immense economic
value. The man's wife had bequeathed
the paintings to the government-con
trolled Austrian Gallery. The man re
voked all prior wills leaving his posses
sions to two nieces.
One of the nieces, Altmann, at
tempted to sue Austria to gain possession
of the paintings. Austria claimed foreign
sovereign immunity. However, the Su
preme Court held that since FSIA trans
ferred primary responsibility for immu
nity determinations to the federal courts
in civil actions against foreign states.
Thus, Altmann has the right to sue, de
spite the fact that the alleged wrongdo
ing by Austria occurred in 1948, signifi
cantly before FSIA's enactment.
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Welcome to the Jungle

Sounding Off

With computers becoming an inte they need to add a new line, they have to
n case you hadn't noticed, there
gral part of our life at law school, learn reformat all the lines beneath it. It's a
are now heavily armed guards Capitol Police and Park Police
ing to use one effectively can save time pain, and it doesn't have to happen.
Both of these forces have national and help avoid embarrassment. This col
surrounding the law school.
Here's a better way to take notes
They're not here to guard the lLs, but and local scope and patrol local areas on umn will provide suggestions to help you and organize your outline in Microsoft
rather to guard the nearby offices of the a regular basis. The Capitol Police pro improve your computing in and around Word. Go to a new line, and right click
International Money Fund (IMF) and the tect Congressional personnel and prop
on the cursor. A menu will pop up un
law school.
World Bank, which, our friends in the erty. They travel outside the city on as
derneath your cursor. Select "Bullets and
Executive Branch tell us, are on A1 signment, protecting senators and con Turn off the Windows Start-up Sound Numbering..." by left clicking. From the
Qaeda's hit list. (I hear they got this from gressmen, but in town you will most likely
You arrive 5 minutes late to class "Bullets and Numbering" dialog box, left
see them on the Capi in L401. You're out
the same sources that
click on the "Outline
tol grounds. If you are of breath, and sweat
told them Iraq has
Numbered" tab.
mugged across the ing a bit having
weapons of mass de
Select the format
street from a Capitol sprinted up the stairs.
struction.)
you prefer from the ex
Police car while stand Of course, your seat is
Before now, we
amples and press "OK."
ing outside the juris in the middle of the
only witnessed intense
A bullet or number will
dictional line, they row and you have to
security when the antiappear on the left of
might help you, or they climb over five other
globalism
crew
your cursor. From here,
might call 911—or folks to get there. Pro
dropped in for their
you can type, and it will
they might not. They fessor Cheh stops
semi-annual protests.
indent automatically to
ELIZABETH A USTERN
are great at giving speaking to give you a
Now the governmentproperly format with
IKE HI MOWITZ
parking tickets and long hard glare. Ev
sponsored security
your bullet. When you
closing busy streets eryone is staring at
squads are around 24want to start a new bul
near Capitol Hill.
7-365. So, I thought I'd
you. You sit down in
let, just press enter.
The US Park Police (USPP), on the your seat, and try to get organized. Prof.
take a moment to introduce everyone to
Now, here's the nice part. If you
the confusing array of uniform-and-gun other hand, are considered so reliable that Cheh starts speaking again. You pull out press the TAB button, a new, slightly more
in some areas, residents try to call them your books, and turn on your laptop.
types creeping around the metro area.
indented bullet (or number if you select
before DC's Metropolitan Police Depart
Suddenly, the Windows start-up that option from the dialogue box) will
ment. They have the same "powers and sound blares through your computer appear. Press TAB again, and you will
Federal Agencies
I'll mention most of the Feds only duties" as the MPD, but mainly stay in speakers - which, of course, are still at move still further in. For each level of
in passing. While the United States Mint areas dedicated to the federal govern full volume from your impromptu Foot your outline, the text wrap-around should
Police are an interesting lot, and one of ment, such as the Mall, George Wash loose dance marathon with your room be automatically set to fit where the bul
the oldest policing agencies in the coun ington Parkway, and Rock Creek Park. mate last night. And of course, you get let or number is located. You can move
try (est. 1792), it's unlikely you'll pass There are also USPP in the National called on.
yourself backwards through the levels by
their patrol cars on your commute into Parks, San Fran, and NYC, but they are
Here's how to turn off that sound hitting SHIFT-TAB. Again, all of your
school (they guard only the last building all recruited in the DC area.
and stay under the professor's radar. Click margins, number, and formatting needs
on your right before the 14th Street bridge
The Park Police have a lot of re on the "Start" button, and then on the will be handled for this new level.
going to Virginia). The DEA, FBI, and sponsibility in the tourist-infested areas.
Control Panel" icon. Up should pop a
If you have a hard time getting this
other federal enforcement agencies all If you pay any attention to local affairs, folder with a large number of icons. working, I have a sample template set up
have branch offices and a few have head y o u k n o w t h a t U S P a r k Police C h i e f Double-click on "Sounds and Audio De for you to download at http://
quarters in the area, but they too are not Teresa Chambers was fired last year for vices." A dialogue box should pop up.
www.himowitz.net/computerGuy/. Just
especially visible on our city streets. There suggesting the Bush Administration
Scroll dawn in the "Sound and save it to your hard disk and use it from
are also the Smithsonian Police, the Su hasn't devoted sufficient domestic re Audio Devices Properties" scroll menu. there.
preme Court Police, and other federal sources to the fight on terrorism. She's in Click on "Start Windows," and then right
agency police.
the midst of a nasty public appeal to get click on the arrow next to the Sounds Watching Taped Classes Online
A lot of the military and intelli her job back.
field. Go to the top of the list and select
Taped classes this year are available
gence-related installations have machine"NONE." Then click Apply.
through the portal, just as they were last
gun-toting soldiers stationed at their gates Metropolitan Police Department
Note that you can toggle all sorts year. However, the format of the video
and around their borders. However, their
The DC Police department, whose of sounds this way. If you don't like the has changed. Last year you needed the
jurisdiction is severely limited to small headquarters many of you have passed changes you've made, you can restore the RealVideo player to watch the taped
geographic areas and they are not a no on the way to court-watching assignments original settings by selecting 'Windows classes. This year the files are in a .wmv
ticeable part of most of the cityscape. I'll at DC criminal court, has made great Default' from the drop down menu to format, which requires Windows Media
cover the cops you're likely to see around strides in recent years. Anyone who com wards the top of the dialogue box.
Player.
town below.
plains about the MPD doesn't remember
Windows Media Player is standard
the bad old days, when, about eight years Set Up MS Word for Well-Formatted with most installations of Windows, and
Maryland and Virginia Local Police
ago, Congressional intervention was re Notes
should automatically pop up when you
The states are lumped together be quired to resuscitate the department.
Ahh...taking notes, the process click on the video file. If it doesn't, here
cause the police jurisdictions are relatively
Now, after a complete top-down whereby knowledge flows from the pro are a couple of quick suggestions. First,
straightforward and similar to those in overhaul, the force is finally fully staffed fessor to the computer, without any com make sure that the Windows Media
other parts of the country. There are state, and adequately equipped. Chief Ramsey, prehension necessarily occurring in be Player is installed on your computer.
county, and local police forces. Maryland hired six years ago, has a national repu tween. I've noticed that most people like Click "Start" followed by "Programs"
also has Park Police to guard the exten tation. Of course, the good comes with to take notes using some sort of outline followed by "Entertainment." The words
sive state park system, similar to the bad: the city also overhauled the parking format. However, it seems many students "Windows Media Player" should be just
United States Park Police (see below).
enforcement system so they don't lose still don't really understand how to take to the left of a multi-colored circle with a
The Sheriff's offices are run by track of parking tickets anymore.
advantage of the features Microsoft Word triangle in the middle.
elected officials, while the police depart Uniformed Secret Service
offers to make this easier.
If you don't have it, or it doesn't
ments are hired by the local executive
Also known as the Executive
Every now and then, I watch people work, then download a new version from
governments -Arlington County, for ex Protection Service, these guys mostly lurk taking notes and see them pressing Enter Microsoft. You can download a copy for
ample, has both Sheriff's and Police De around embassies. They protect foreign after every line and tabbing over to orga free at http://www.microsoft.com/winpartments. Which force shows up when and domestic dignitaries from sign-wav nize their notes and their outlines. When dows/windowsmedia/download/.
a crime is committed depends on local ing lunatics. I'm singling them out from
laws and agreements -on the highway, for the rest of the Feds because they patrol account, that's a criminal offense in DC).
LONG IS LAND SOUNDS
example, it will be state or county cops.
extensively around GW and the trendier
p E A T
R E L A Y
c A L 1
neighborhoods where embassies tend to University Police Departments
L A M E A E L 0 P E
A L A R
GW, American University, Catho
Metro Transit Police
be located.
A S 1 A
P L O R A L P A R K
Ah, the lowly and maiigned tran
The EPS has a lot of patrol cars, lic, etc.: all of the local colleges maintain
N E T• P
E N
0 1 N K S
A R N
L 0 O T
2MH Y
sit cop. Look for them on trains, plat which look like white police cars (lights private security forces. They all have po
R 1 V E R
R A M P A G E S
forms, and parking lots. These are the on top) with gold shield markings. The lice powers, and are required to report
U T 1 L E
P A G E s
A L 1
people who fine the handicapped when detailed description is included here be incidents of crime occurring on campus
P A L S
D 0 Z E N
R A G
they curse the lack of functioning eleva cause of the one important distinguish in an annual report.
E L L
R A R E R
w 1 D T H
E Y E S O R E S
K N E E S
tors and throw civil servants in jail for ing characteristic of the EPS is that they
A M E S
A R L E N •
This isn't an all inclusive list of lo
eating candy bars (both recent cases). don't have traffic duties. If you're doing
T R A C E
G R E v
C U R
Actually, they also spend a lot of time double the speed limit on Mass. Ave., past cal authorities, but it's close. One thing
R O N K O N K O M A
M 1 N 1
patrolling trains, platforms, and parking the bevy of EPS cars guarding the Brit all of the local authorities have in com
A L O E
B E R E T
M 0B TY T1 CE
M E N D
C A P R *
lots for muggers and rapists and terror ish Embassy and VP Cheney, they won't mon: they're armed. Wave to the nice po
ists, for which I, for one, am grateful.
even blink (but don't try this one on my liceman!

I

Washington Native

The Computer Guy

•

|

•
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Dear Editor,
Kudos to new writer David
McAlpine for the witty and articulate
prose of his new column, The Right An
swer! Mr. McAlpine's article in the Sep
tember 13th issue aptly pointed out the
absurdity of the conservative right's poli
cies and social outlook. Much like
Jonathan Swift's "A Modest Proposal"
(in which Swift demonstrated the absurd
consequences of a pragmatic economi
cally-minded social policy by suggesting
that England can solve its problems of
poverty and overpopulation by eating
human babies), Mr. McAlpine's column
demonstrates the dangerous and ridicu
lous consequences of the policies of the
American far right. From his slurs about
France, to his claim that Bill Clinton does
not worship the same God as other Chris
tians, to his characterization of Fidel
Castro and Cesar Chavez as the roots of
all evil, Mr. McAlpine brings his hilari
ous dry wit to the political debate, un
dermining the partisan and inflammatory
positions of the conservative right by
pointing out their inherent absurdity. I
only hope that he gets the joke.
- David Ludwig, 2L
Dear Editor,
Without even apologizing to Eric
Koester for using the "P" word (politics),
David McAlpine and Anthony
Marcavage turned the opinion pages in
the September 13 Nota Bene into a lovefest for Republican talking points. Noth
ing wrong with that—pace Eric Koester,
I appreciate and value political debate—

Letters To The Editor
but a review of their columns reveals
some offensive flaws.
The most significant one is Mr.
McAlpine's stunning gloss over the
'Democratic and Republican shifts on race
in the 1960s. He wrote that in the '60s
and '70s "radicals on the left" pushed an
"anti-military, anti-religion, and antiAmerican" agenda for the Democratic
Party, allowing Republicans to "siphon
off the disenchanted Democratic South."
He claimed that this process culminated
in a "hemorrhage" in the Reagan years.
What happened to race? Wasn't
that a bit of anissue in the '60s? He failed
to mention it. Civil rights? Not there. (I
trust that's not what he meant by an antiAmerican agenda.) Instead, Mr.
McAlpine recognizes only a radical
agenda from the Democrats, and an at
tractive "Republican Party, now occupy
ing the populist, states' rights, small gov
ernment terrain ..." Is he blind?
Mr. McAlpine has produced a
skewed and inaccurate history. The
"hemorrhage," as he so gracefully put it,
took place earlier, when President
Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. The Democratic Party had
been the bastion of Southern racism and
white supremacy for decades. Although
its position on race had been gradually
changing (as shown in the growth of the
Dixiecrat Party in reaction to Harry
Truman's opposition to Jim Crow laws),
when Johnson signed the Act into law, it
was a watershed that marked the Party's

(wincing) embrace of the Civil Rights
Movement.
It would be difficult to overestimate
the violence with which Southern Demo
cratic racists reacted to that event. For
example, the day after the signing, Demo
crat Lester Maddox stood outside his
Pickrick Cafeteria restaurant in Atlanta,
Georgia, with a pistol in hand to prevent
African Americans from entering. After
losing a legal challenge to the Act,
Maddox closed his restaurant to avoid
having to serve African Americans.
Two years later, Maddox was
elected governor of Georgia (with the
help of some miscalculating Republicans
who supported him in the primary). His
chief of staff was a veteran of the Ma
rine Corps named Zell Miller. Miller, also
a Democrat, had strong feelings on the
Act as well: he said that Lyndon Johnson
had sold his soul when he signed it.
Miller went on to become a popular gov
ernor of Georgia, he joined the U.S. Sen
ate in 2000, and now at the age of 72 he
has announced his retirement and his
waning months in political office are
spent delivering tirades against the Demo
crats at George W. Bush's side.
Miller and Maddox both stayed
Democrats (Miller said he was born a
Democrat and the label was like a birth
mark). Indeed they both adapted to
change in the '60s and '70s, and ulti
mately adopted at least some policies and
positions that favored African Americans.
They were not the only ones who stayed,

Runnin' and Gunnin'

In my vast experience as a law stu luded. Sure, class participation counts
dent at GW (new motto: "Come study for a little bit, but in a section of one hun
law right next door to the biggest target dred and nine other students, you don't
in the world!"), I've learned a few things. really need, to talk more than once every
First, the three little gnomes that
couple of weeks to
power the Stockton eleva
exhaust
those
tor must have a great
points. Now look,
union, as two of them al
I can understand
ways seem to be on a
the motivation—
break.
I'd like to get good
Second, it is possible
grades, too—but
to beat Spider Solitaire on
please say some
thing interesting.
difficult.
Third, it's a bad idea
When I was
to celebrate that feat in the
an undergrad at
middle of class ("Mr.
my old school
Cowell, you seern unduly
(motto: "Where
RICH COWELL
happy about the murder in
the tuition is in
versely propor
question."). But I've
learned a little something
tional to the US
News ranking!"), I
about my classmates, too.
They're a bunch of
only took one class
with my best friend, Mikey. Now,
jerks.
Oh, not all of them, and not even Mikey's a great guy, best man at my wed
most of them. But there's that select few, ding, in fact.
But, man, he was the gunniest gun
say, one out of every thirty or so, who
just can't keep their mouths shut. We've ner who ever gunned. Mind you, this was
all read about them, and now we must a non-major class which didn't even have
face the terrifying reality: The Gunners a class participation component. Any
way, every class, like clockwork, Mike
are here.
You know who I'm talking about, would ask at least one question to which
and if you're in my section, chances are, he clearly knew the answer.
This went on for about two months,
you know who I'm talking about. These
folks just can't seem to let the professor until one girl could take no more. She
stop to take a drink before they throw their stood up and proceeded to berate Mikey
hands in the air (waving them around like for about five minutes, while the profes
they just don't care), full to bursting with sor and the rest of the class stared in shock
some obvious point that no one else felt and awe. Mikey never opened his mouth
in that class again. Good times, good
the need to point out.
It seems to me that the gunners fall times.
Wait, where was I?
into two groups: those who think that it
Oh, right. The moral of the story
will help their grades, and those that just
is
that
Mikey's gunning didn't get him a
like to hear themselves talk. They're
better
grade
(although he did get an A,
equally annoying, if for very different rea
so...umm...),
and here, where finals are
sons.
The ones that think they're scoring graded anonymously, it's even less likely
mad grading points are just kind of de to help you out.

Post Hoc, Ergo
Propter Hoc

There is, however, that second
group of gunners. They're not doing if
for the grade; in fact, if you were to talk
to them, they'd a) not let you talk, and b)
tell you all about how they look down on
the other group of gunners. No, these
guys ain't in it for the grade, man; it's all
about the pompous.
These folks have something to say,
and there's no way to possibly escape
hearing it. These guys, and let's be fair,
girls, will treat every question from the
professor as if it were directed square at
them, and they will just talk at you until
you're ready to bite your own ears off (let
me assure you, though, it's not actually
possible).
The worst part, though, is how they
like to think they're amazing us with their
brilliance ("the plaintiff and defendant in
Kramer v. Kramer are r elated!"), when, in
reality, we've already thought of the point
they're making and dismissed it as too

but many Southern Democrat racists
could not or refused to change, such as
segregationist Senator Strom Thurmond
of South Carolina who switched from
Democrat to Republican in 1964 to pro
test Johnson's endorsement of the Civil
Rights Act. These were the disenchanted
Southern Democrats to which Mr.
McAlpine referred. The Republican
Party actively sought and took in these
disaffected (the siphoning of which he
spoke). The party of Abraham Lincoln,
which had legitimately criticized the
Democrats for their awful treatment of
African Americans, suddenly became the
party of Barry Goldwater.
The Democrats gained support
from other demographics (such as Afri
can Americans, who were finally gaining
the power to vote) and did well nation
ally until the Reagan era. But it was their
shift in policy on race that lost them the
South (rather than some unspecified radi
cal leftist agenda as Mr. McAlpine ideo
logically contended), and the Republi
cans' adoption of those left behind that
won it for them. The states' rights Mr.
McAlpine lauded appealed to those who
felt that the federal government should
stay out of the South. More than a few
thought it was their business how they
treated African Americans—indeed their
families had been saying it for over a hun
dred years. Mr. McAlpine did his read
ers a disservice when he glossed over this
history with vague and misleading ideo
logical statements.
- John Refior, 2L

obvious to mention. Or at least we would

have, had we not stopped paying atten
tion the instant they raised their collec
tive hand.
Still, the gunners do serve a pur
pose. We've all had those times when
we're tired, or hungover, or really into our
Solitaire game (I call the intersection of
those times "Tuesday"), or for some rea
son or another, we just don't feel like con
tributing. That's when the gunners re
ally earn their keep.
You know the situation; you get to
class, set up your computer, realize that
despite your drunken promise to yourself
last night, you actually didn't do any Con
tracts reading. Then, just as panic be
gins to set in, the professor asks a ques
tion. Whose hands shoot up? You know
who I'm talking about.
I salute you, gunners.
Now shut the hell up.
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Swift Boat
Kerry and Truth

Why Iraq is a "Must Win"
BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Staff Writer

"What is Truth?" This is consid consistent and careful artifice is itself
lile we will naturally government that could secure its own
ered by many to be one of the more "nu- evidence that he knew full well that he
^continue to ponder borders from foreign infiltration; provide
anced" questions in Christian Scripture. was telling an artful and important
the Iraq war internal security, including the destruc
T • whether
whetl
Now, with just weeks to go, both Pilate lie...." This from the man who told us
was justified, we must not let past tion of terrorist cells; and provide Iraqis
and his infamous query seem eerily the he "took the initiative in creating the
controversy cloud present action. with some form of self-determination.
If the U.S. supported Iraqi govern
matic of this presidential campaign in Internet" (Not) and accompanied
What Americans must realize is that
which both candidates are accused of FEMA Director James Lee Witt to the
too much reflection becomes distrac ment cannot achieve these ends, however,
distorting "the" truth, and one is re site of devastating wild fires in Texas
tion, and the time for rehashing the these disastrous results will follow: For
nowned for his refined sense of nuance. (Not).
war's original logic is quickly fading. eign infiltration will further radicalize
The dominant
As a society, we must display our col Iraq, creating a new staging ground for
From that para
view among theolo
gon of virtue, DNC
lective adulthood and end the infight Islamic terrorism against the West in the
DAVID M CALPINE
gians seems to be that
Chairman,
Terry
ing over this war. We must set aside mold of pre-9/11 Afghanistan. The en
Pilate's question was
McAuliffe: "It has be
our political biases and demand from suing chaos will force moderate elements
one of sneering cyni
come crystal clear that
both candidates and parties the only of society, such as the Kurds, to attempt
cism: an assertion, in disguise, that the president has lied to the American
to break away, resulting in a civil war that
acceptable outcome: Victory.
"Truth" is relative. That "Truth," like public about his military service." Crys
We simply must win this war. will more accurately reflect a Hobbesian
beauty, is merely in the eye of the be tal clear indeed; an assertion based on
On a strategic level, failure in Iraq state of nature than an organized con
holder. And while the implicit Biblical the discredited revelations of the former
would represent the most devastating flict. Because the most radicalized ele
response is that there are indeed absolute Dan Rather.
defeat in American history, more severe ments of society will be the Sunnis, Shiite
truths, that response does not preclude the
From the aspirant to the White
than even Vietnam. While I do hope Iran will have an excuse to intervene on
possibility that people of good will may House, Senator Kerry himself: "The
that I am exaggerating, I fear that I am behalf of the Shiite majority, perhaps
misperceive, or see only a portion of, such president broke his word. That's why I
not.
occupying the southern Ramallah oil
Truths.
say he misled America." Somewhat
The Vietnam War was a dread fields.
Two witnesses who swear to tell nuanced; that's what Arnold might call
ful tactical
The
"the" truth
Girly-Man
defeat, reresult
at trial may
speak for
suiting in
would be
"We simply must win this war. On a
"Happily, in our politics as in our
neverthe
" B u s h
over 58,000
anarchy
strategic level, failure in Iraq would
less present
l i e d . "
killed and
a n d
courtrooms, we permit the airing of
conflicting
Still, bold
America's
ladrafoation
represent the most devastating defeat
such competing viewpoints and we are talk from a
versions of
withdrawal
in a re
in American history, more severe than
the same
man who
from the re
gion in
the stronger for it."
even Vietnam."
e v e n t .
t o s s e d
gion. But
desperate
Each has
away his
while some
need of
seen events from a particular vantage medals -er, ribbons -enjoys cruising in
regional
modera
point. So we expose both views to the his - well his family's - SUV, and who
"dominoes" did fall to communism, we tion. Our retreat would embolden Islamic
light of reason, and permit the jury to has memories of Christmas in Cambo
soon learned that we had tragically extremists across the Middle East and
assess whose vantage point and testimony dia seared in him.
overstated the strategic implications of destroy our ability to address other re
they Find m ore credible. Without evi
No, the lack of a monopoly on
a communist takeover in Southeast gional issues, such as Iran's nuclear am
dence, however, we would never claim Truth makes the ferocity of invective
Asia.
bitions and Saudi Arabia's handling of
that either witness is "lying."
we've seen in this campaign unjustified.
Far from mounting a serious of A1 Qaeda. Make no mistake about it:
The Swift Boat Veterans contro
The greatest portion of Pilate's in
fensive in the wake of American defeat, The danger will not be "grave and gath
versy offers a case in point. They claim famy, however, derives not from his in
the Soviet Union quickly fell into stra ering." It will be imminent.
that they are telling the truth about their famous query, but rather from his repu
tegic isolation, as internal dysfunction
Failure in Iraq will also create a cri
Vietnam experience as they then per tation as a politician who was willing
limited its aggressive capabilities and sis of confidence among Americans and
ceived it, or now recollect it. Although to subordinate what he believed to be the
the U.S. and China quietly allied against our allies. Having lost both major wars
proffering a different version of events, truth to political expedience.
Soviet expansion. While the costs in of the last thirty years, Americans will be
A sophisticated spotter of nuance,
Kerry also claims to be telling the truth.
American lives and materiel were enor understandably hesitant to engage in sig
Happily, in our politics, as in our court he was a man for whom moral "gray
mous, the United States retained it nificant conflict, even when necessary.
rooms, we permit the airing of such com areas" were not to be clarified by the
standing in the world, largely out of ne Our allies, having sided with us in Iraq at
peting viewpoints and we are the stron light of Truth, but rather, were to be ex
cessity.
great cost, will find themselves politically
ger for it. Here too, without evidence, ploited to obscure the motives behind his
With no alternatives, the West unable to do so again. The result will be
we should never claim that either side is actions. For Pilate, as for too many poli
continued to depend on the United isolation and a significant American
"lying."
ticians (and lawyers) the "gray area" pro
States as the sole bulwark against So withdrawal from the world.
So it is unfortunate how many ob vided room to maneuver.
viet power.
As George Kennan correctly
servers -on each side of the issue - who
Rather than risking a politically
A similar recovery from defeat theorized in 1949, the Soviet Union, if
were not there and have limited knowl costly uprising, for example, Pilate was
in Iraq would not be possible. The stra not contained, would attempt to fill "ev
edge of either party to the dispute, vehe willing to sacrifice the life of a man he
tegic relevance of today's Middle East ery nook and cranny available to it in the
mently assert that one side is telling "the" believed wa s innocent. There is a cau
completely eclipses that of war-era basin of world power." The same threat
truth and that the other is lying. Certainly, tionary tale for Mr. Kerry, of course,
Southeast Asia.
exists today in a more volatile form. A
each of us will decide whose version we who professes his belief that life begins
While defeat in Iraq would be withdrawal of American power from the
find more convincing. It is, nevertheless, at conception, and his willingness to sac
obviously catastrophic to the war on Middle East would create space in the
a mistake to then brand the other side "li rifice that innocent life for electoral gain.
terror, it would also jeopardize efforts basin, and the likely candidates to fill it
ars."
Pilate has come to be seen as the em
to end nuclear proliferation, to secure are no friends of ours.
While we rightly punish those who bodiment of political cowardice, testing
a stable oil supply, to protect Israel while
Now more than ever, the world
knowingly package falsehood as truth, the the political trade winds before staking
supporting a Palestinian state, to main cannot afford an American crisis of con
case must be proven before the punish out a position. And while that approach
tain alliances, to use American military fidence. Although some foresaw a world
ment imposed. No one has made a con did secure Pilate his coveted post, it did
power in future conflicts, and to coun of peace with the collapse of the Soviet
vincing argument for calling either side a not secure him from an ignominious
terbalance an increasingly powerful Union, what has instead developed is a
"liar" in this case. Yet, this group of vet end.
China and imperialistically atavistic world of increasingly hostile local pow
erans has been branded "liars," as that
Perhaps then, in a nuanced sort of
Russia. In short, failure in Iraq would ers, both national and sub-national, hun
epithet has become the favorite of the way, Mr. Kerry's windsurfing is the ideal
risk nearly every American security gry for nuclear weapons and regional in
Democrats' angry left-flank throughout metaphor; both for the candidate, and
objective.
fluence.
this campaign.
for his campaign.
Victory in Iraq would produce a
We must accept that it is the levia
From Ted Kennedy: "Before the
than of American power that contains
war, week after week after week after
these aggressors, and realize that with
To Submit an Opinion
week, we were told lie after lie after lie
such power comes responsibility.
The Nota Bene invites readers' opinions. Letters to the Editor must be 300 words
after lie." This is vicious talk from a man
Whether the invasion of Iraq
or fewer, signed, dated and include a graduation year or title. E-mail submissions to
whose ability to recognize the truth,
was justified is a political question that
notabene@law.gwu.edu.
many believe, died beneath the cold, dark
must carry some weight in November.
To write a longer opinion column, contact Opinions Editor Marcus Ehrlander at
waters of Chappaquiddick.
But we must not be blinded by that ques
mehrlander@law.gwu.edu.
From A1 Gore: "As a result, Presi
tion. Whether it be Bush or Kerry, we
must make it abundantly clear: In Iraq,
dent Bush is now intentionally mislead
Nota Bene reserves the right to edit all submissions for space, grammar, clarity and
ing the American people. Indeed, Bush's
we
can accept nothing less than victory.
vulgarity.
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Board Editorial

Can we ever escape high school
politics and popularity
contests?

C

ompetition season has be lastic competition, more practitioners will
gun. The first round of Van volunteer to judge. This is a logical argu
Vleck briefs were due this ment.
past Friday, and the ADR Negotiations
It is certainly true that GW has be
Competition and the Cohen and Cohen come more competitive, winning signifi
Mock Trial tournament loom in the not- cant prizes in many, if not all, of the com
so-distant future.
petitions at which we field a team. It is
Seemingly, these competitions also true that all boards plan on sending
merely determine who gets on which more competitors to more competitions
skills board, but in reality they determine each year.
who gets another accreditation on his
Unfortunately these plans are prob
resume to prove his worth to a prospec lematic on two fronts. First, while the
tive employer. The truth is, these mem administration claims to support GW's
berships may get one's foot in the prover- increased visibility in interscholastic com
11
1111 bial door which otherwise may remain petitions, it has severely cut travel fund
shut.
ing, making it virtually impossible for
With so much hanging in the bal cash-strapped law students to afford trips
ance, we can't help but wonder: are these to these tournaments.
(111 competitions really fair? How can we be
If the administration truly supports
sure that the most qualified people are GW's success, it should be willing to fund
in n really getting on the boards when there is
the teams who wish to travel to invita
so much subjectivity in the selection? tional tournaments. The administration
After all, these competitions are largely wants proven success before increasing
m; peer judged, at least in part, especially the funding, but the programs will not be
most critical first year competitions.
come more successful unless and until
We would be remiss if we failed to their opportunities increase.
Second, the teams that are being
note that since our first year, the boards
have taken steps to ensure some degree sent to theses tournaments are selected
of objectivity in the decision-making pro by a vice president or at best a panel of
cess. The Moot Court Board in particu peers. With trips to places like San Di
lar deserves kudos for revamping the first ego and Honolulu at stake, it's hard to
year competition, changing it from an in- imagine that VPs aren't at all influenced
tra-small section selection to a class-wide by their own desires and those of their
friends.
affair, and re
Fac
cruiting pro
ulty rec
fessors
to
"With so much hanging in the
ommen
judge rather
balance, we can't help but wonder:
dations
than
stu
s
e e m dents.
are these competitions really fair?"
ingly cre
O
f
ate some
course practi
tioner judges aren't infallible. Certainly objectivity in this arena, but this objec
one person's 10 could be another's 6, and tivity is illusory. If boards are seeking
these little variations in scores can be de recommendations from only one faculty
terminative. Indeed, it is hard to imag member, it is highly unlikely that that fac
ine a system that could dictate a more ulty member would recommend anyone
other than her own students.
uniform scale.
Thus, talented students, unaware of
Unfortunately, however, the compe
titions have greater problems. Partici these policies, may miss their opportuni
pants in the Cohen and Cohen Mock ties to compete simply by fading to take
Trial Competition, for example, will al a particular class with a particular pro
most certainly be judged by their peers. fessor or by not realizing that their inter
To our knowledge, there are no clauses est need be expressed second semester first
in any board's constitution that require year.
Thus we return to the original quali
its members to recuse themselves from
fier:
mini-competitions.
With complex
judging if they find themselves faced with
problems
like
those
in
moot
court, time
a team of their friends. The competitions
alone
can
make
such
competitions
im
accordingly remain tainted: it seems that
practicable.
If
they
are
practicable,
that
the easiest way to get on a board is to
make lots of friends with board members old popularity problem nevertheless re
and hope you end up arguing before turns...
The best solutions are ones that
them.
combine
all of the above into some sort
Perhaps we are over generalizing,
of
grand
amalgamation of factors. By
and perhaps we are not giving our peers
not
placing
the decision making in one
credit for judging talent over friendship.
person's
handstand
not limiting it to one
However, it is hard to argue that a judge
factor
or
another,
the
boards can main
wouldn't be tempted to give a friend a
tain
some
degree
of
objectivity.
better score (even if s uch temptation and
We recognize that the boards are
decision were subconscious).
taking
steps in these directions. We rec
Of course, it is not fair for us to
ognize,
too, that the boards have done a
point fingers without offering solutions.
The most obvious solution is to recruit great deal to recruit impressive judges
more practitioner judges. First, the (like Judge Easterbrook last year) and
boards can recruit amOng the school's more of them to the competitions. We
prestigious faculty (kudos to the Mock can only hope that these efforts continue,
Trial Board for doing so at last year's and that the boards attempt more trans
parency in their decisions.
spring competition).
Second, the boards theorize that
once GW becomes more well known in
the law school rankings and in interscho-

Why You Should Vote!
BY PROF. DEBRA JACOBSO N

Special To the Nota Bene
As we approach Election DayTuesday, November 2-we urge all of you
to vote. You owe it to your country and
to the people who are risking their lives
in Afghanistan and Iraq. Most important,
you owe it to yourself.
Since the last Presidential race was
decided by only a few hundred votes, the
evidence is in: every vote counts. Make sure
your voice and the voices of your fellow
students are heard this time around!
This year the Presidential candi
dates differ fundamentally on major is
sues as diverse as job cre
ation, health care,
the budget deficit, energy and environ
mental policy, foreign affairs, and terror
ism. The candidate who wins will take
our country in very different directions
than his opponent would have. Therefore,
many of us are convinced that this is the
most important election of our lifetimes!
So, w hat can you do?
First, register to vote. Do so as
soon as possible: in most states, you must
be registered approximately 30 days be
fore the election. So time is running out.
Most states now provide voter reg
istration forms at their Election Board
web site. In the Commonwealth of Vir
ginia, for instance, you can access a voter
registration
form
at
http://
www.sbe.state. va.us/VotRegServ/
F o r m s / V i r g i n i a
VoterRegistrationApplication.PDF
Second, learn the difference be
tween the candidates' positions. Each
candidate has set forth his views on his
web site: http://www.johnkerry.com/
and http://georgewbush.com/. On top
of that, the Presidential debates - tenta
tively scheduled for September 30, and
October 8 and 13 -will provide valuable
insights into the two men. Finally, many
other sources of information are available
on the Internet, in the media, and in
scores of recent books.
Third, vote! - either by absentee

ballot or in person. As for absentee vot
ing, states generally allow full-time stu
dents to vote by mail before the
election. Most counties provide absentee
ballots on their web sites. You can access
your county web site through the Na
tional Association of Counties web
site. This web site is http://www.
naco.org/
Then
click: (1)
"About
Counties; (2) "Find a County;" (3) "Se
lect State;" (4) the county name on the
list of counties in that State; and (5) the
county namecontained on the county
profile. If the county does not have a web
site, the county profile will contain a tele
phone number for the county elections
office that you can contact.
If you vote by mail, however, you
must carefully observe the deadlines for
requesting your ballot and mailing it
back. Generally, you should request your
ballot a month before Election Day and
return it five days in advance.
Many communities allow you to
vote absentee "in person" in specified
places before the election. Under these
procedures, you merely walk in and vote.
You do not need to order an absentee
ballot in advance. For example, in Fairfax
County, Virginia, the Election Board be
gins in-person absentee voting around
September 20 and continues through Sat
urday, October 30. Locations and times
are generally listed at the county web site,
or you can find them by calling the county
election board.

The League of Women Voters is
also an excellent source for information
on voter registration and absentee voting
in the 50 states. Go to their web site,
http://www.Iwv.org/voter, and click
on "Get Out and Vote."
Whichever candidate you prefer,
don't miss the opportunity to exercise
your most important right and obligation
as a citizen!
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ODDS AND ENDS
The Soft Lounge
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Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
While your thirty page paper topic on "Pimp Law: How to Keep
'Dem Ho's in Check" is very fascinating, it will no t meet the re
quirements for your upper-level writing requirement.
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Horoscopes

by Frank Lattuca

,

^

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You will tr y to find a restaurant in Arlin gton. Like everyone else
who drives to Arlington, you will b ecome hopelessly lost and have
to finish your law school career at either MU or GMU.
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Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You are disappointed when you realize your friends played a trick
an you la st summer, and that there is no "GW Law Journal of Good
Booze and Better Looking People."

j£>

ha?

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
On Thursday there will b e a keg waiting with your name on it.
Despite your misgivings, I think you can finish it off yourself, so
give it a try! You deserve it!

Quotable

"GW will be the most
coveted deanship this
year."

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Not taking copyright law does not, in fact, give you free reign to
keep pulling copies of Hootie and the Blowfish B-sides off of
Kazaa using the school's wireless network. That's breaking both
copyright law, and the laws of good taste.

Interim Dean Roger Trangsrud, dismissing competition for law
school deanships from Boston University and Vanderbilt.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
The lunch you p ut in th e fridge that you've been looking forward
to all day won't be there - By the way, it needed a bit more
Oregano, but otherwise it wasn't bad.

Crossword 101
Long Island Sounds "
ACROSS
11rish fuel
5 Kind of race
10 Colombian Town
14 Like some excuses
15 Runaway
16 Fruit chemical
17 China locale
18 Long Island sound

1

By Ed Canty

3

2

*
14

1

17

7

8

9
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• 23
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25
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13

30

31

32

53

54

Aries
(March 21—April 19)
You will start to wonder if $1750 a month to split a living room
with three people and a chimpanzee was really 'the best deal"
your real estate agent could get you.

16

26

29

28

30 Long Island sound
31 Fill with high spirits
32 Loud exhales
34 Reads carefully
37 Challenge
38 Eat out

12

22

24

•

11

19

18

20 Bottom line
33
21 Hammer end
37
36
22 Squeals
40
39
23 Long for
25 Money:slang
43
42
27 Valley or dance lead in
•
43
29 Disturbs the peace
33 Useful
49 50
48
34 Senate workers
56
53
35 TV's McBeal
36 Buddies
59
60
37 Bakery order
62
38 Pull
* 63
39 Precedes em
40 More uncommon
6 Ms. DeGeneres
41 Side to side measure
7 Madman
42 Some urban sights
8 IRS mo.
44 Joints
9 Affirmative
45 Iowa city
10 Per , eac h
46 _ Spector, U.S. Senator 11 Actor Ladd
48 Small amount
12 Harmless prank
51 Chicago star Joel
13 Galls
52 Mongrel
19 Coils
55 Long Island sound
21 Peel
58 Skirt style
24 Morays
59 Soothing plant
25 Aged beer
60 Pierre's hat
26 Prophetic sign
61 Pertaining to the ear
27 Calcutta moola
62 Repair
28 Prodigious pasta
63 Filmmaker Frank
producer
64 Computer measure
29 Levels
DOWN
1 Prepare an ou tline
2 Comfort
3 Long Island sound
4 Bag or biscuit lead in
5 Send for help

6

21

20

27

3"'

5

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Yes, the Hard Lounge is a great place to have a loud, personal
conversation about finding your boyfriend's old love letters and
how you m ade him suffer for a week after you found them...just
don't expect it to stay out of the paper!

35

34
38
41
44
46
51
57

47

•

I 52

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
'he heart warming story of a boy and his Gem, coming to theaters
soon! (Read it again, you'll get it!)

58
61
64

40 Juliet's hero
41 Like this crossword puzzle:abbr.
43 Dismissed
46 Rifle provider
47 Lariat
48 London streetcar
49 Unemployed actor's
quest
50 Shakespeare's soon
51 High-energy snack
53 Army group
54 Houston university
56 Peacock network
57 New Zealand parrot
58 Crime syndicate
Quotable Quota
" The politician who never
made a mistake never
made a decision."
. . . John Majors

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
You w ill be d etained for 12 hours by DC Metro while you try and
explain that you were only were worrying about bombing your
International Organizations final as you walked by the World
Bank.
Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
When you get called on in Criminal Law tod ay, it will be the law
school equivalent of committing 7 turnovers in one game. And
> when you're asked if Murder is a crime and you say no-that's the
t3
botched extra point buddy.
(*)

3
CD
i-l
O
Virgo
3
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
•d
fro You w ill amazingly learn the most important thing for your legal
n
I—1 career in Profe ssional Responsibility and Ethics today...And if you
NJ

believe that I have a prep course I'd like to sell you!

